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Foreword
0

This book was developed as part of therNCTE Plus membership,. We
hope you will find it a valuable resource, one that will help.yOuto enliJen
your classrooni and engage your students. We trust that it will. also 'r
encourage you to reflect on your teaching, an important part of continued *4

professional growth.
IDEA'S Plus and its quarterly companion NOTES Plus, both new pub--

lleationsare the principal benefits ofNCTE Plus membership. The initial
response to this new. Membership category and tqthese new publications

, ha's been overwhelming, in terms of subscriptions but especially in terms
of ideas contributed. In fact, part of the very first volume of IDEAS Plus
comes, from contributions sent us by NCTE Plus members.

Altliqugh this book w`ds assembled at headquarters, it was written by
classrooth teachers across the country. Thus IDEAS Plui, like,NOTES
Plus, enables teachers to share their best teaching practices.'and.activities. .

with each-other. In publishing this collection, we hope to broaden the
professional exchange that hai always occurred among teachersin work-
rooms, in deparjment offices, and in classrooms after school.

In bringing togethera collection of teaching activities like this one, we
do not mean to suggest that the ideas should be used in isolation. Our
intention is tha0ou integrate these activities and ideas into existing
curricula, units, and lessons, incorpOrating them in ways that 'reflect your
own individual teaching style. *

This 'first volume of IDEAS Plus is at the heart' of the Council's
missionexchanging ideas and information in ways that improve the
quality of our caching.

O



1 Literature: They Can Take It!
with .Them

a

It was Ezra Pound who remarked that literature is news'that stays
and so each year's crop of seniors experiences for itself and as if for the
first tiine" ever ;he piychologieal complexities of Shakespeare's plays and
the bite of Swift'sobSefvations while their younger classmates participate

In the secret life of the S'urprising, Mr.'Mitty and discover what it means,
to float down the Mississippi on a raft. The activities that follow suggest
ways . "of extending` the study of literature through oral interpretation,
through historical investigation, through the visual arts, and of course
through the complex psychological processes of empathy and identifica.-
tion: Several activities deal wit'h specific works but most illustrate more
general strategies that can be applied to a number of works.., ,

Spoken Collage

l'recommend this activity for setting students to take a closer look at
. poetry..It emphasizes the idea of themeinpdetq, but it also provides an

bpportittiity for students to polish their oral reading skills. It's .an excel7
lent Way.tdend a poetry unit; but it's successful as, an independent activ-.
ityin creative dramatics.

Bring to ChM as .many pbetry texts and collections as possible. Song
lyrics (Battle lyrics are good) may be included. I also ask students to
bring in poems and lyrics they have at home. Divide the class into groups
of tlyee or four and share the poetry materials. Students took through
the collections and select three or four poems that they .feel belong
together in some significant way.

'or
then recombine the poems to

create a Row. impression (theMe) or to reinforce the existing one. They
May use poems idtheir 'entirety or select Portions of them.

After students have assembled this verse collage, they must think of a
Way to present it to the class. ,Encourage them to experiment with the
reading of their collage by using vario s members of their group in Vac-. .

ious ways. Changes in tempo arid v time, the use of male or female
voices, and choral and solo sectio all affect the overall impression their
production will leave with an a tence. They may use background music
or music to introduce or Close he presentation.
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Money, love, war, suicide, and school are among the themes my stu-'
dents have chosen, but the possibilities ire' many: One group chose the
Aherne of loneliness and presented its collage in a darkened room. Mem-
bers of the group wore black and sat in the four Corners of the room,
each illuminated only'by a candle. As each reader finished, he or she blew
out, the candle. A group presenting a collage on old age produced a mov-
ing effect by backdroppinitheir readers with a slide of an old man alone
on a park bench. A-collage on the rebelliousnesi of youth was presented
by a group, costumed as stereotyped hoods against the backdsop of a
graffiti-covered wall.

Paula Lee; Queen Elizabeth School, Edmonton, Alberta

Ms. boothby Sent Me

Transform your classroom into a speakeasy of the ,Roaring Twenties after
your class has studied the literature of this remarkable decade, including

- in my classes 'itzgerald's Gieat Gatsby and DrCisers American Tragedy.
These five steps prOvide everything you need except the-bathtub.

1. Through collaborative teaching students learn about the texture of
American life during the (Twenties. A music teacher lectures on the
music of the Twenties, With recorded examples to listen to. An art
teacher talks about the art of the decade; there's muih td see here.
A history teacher covers the major social changes that occurred dur-
ing this periods

2. Each student is responsible for investigating a literary 4- other his-
torical figure of the Twenties. Later, the student will assume the
identity of this figure And visit our speakeasy.

3: The classroom is transformed into a speakeasy. Cover a wall, the
chalkboard, a bulletin board, with the slang of the 1920s. Use an
opaque projector to make a life-size flapper and escort. Decorate.
with pictures, postcards, photos,' posters. Group the desks and
cover them with checked paper tablebloths. Play period records jon
an old cylinder phonograph if possible). Issue meniberihip cards
and devise a password.

,Nt. ,
4. un the oay of tge speakeasy, students Chess hi appropriate costume,

present their membership cards, and state the password. During
the class period each assumes the role Ciettia researched character
and converses on topics of the day from the point df view of
that characterprohibition, fashion, fads, current events of the

, day.- Interested faculty may attendif they come in character
and costume.
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5. Finally, notify tho staff of school publications and the local press .
for coverage.

Elaine S. Btiothby, Sguth River High School, Edgewater, Maryland

The Nione Is Familiar, But I Can't Place the Face

As, an ongoing ,assignment in a short story unit, I ask students-to watch'
newspapers aid magazities for "portraits" of characters fforn the stories
we read. At the end of the unit, we set aside a day for denoting these
pictures, identifying each with 'a label on the back. Then we share the
pictures in class, attempting to identify the entire set. If necestary, we give
clues"--a favorite expression of the character, an object associated with
that character, a brief quote from the story. Students enjoy the photo
hunt and seem able to envision characters more sharply as they read.

Ed Van Vickie, Indian Valley North School, Midvale, Ohio

It's All in Your Point of View
o.

Students (indeed, readers in general) tend to see action and dialogue
between characters as the really important part of a novel story. What
many young readers fail to realize is that the narrator is often the racist
important character in the story: he or she is the storyteller, and we read-
ers get whatever version of events the narrator chooses to tell. How he or
she cl...1scribes those events has a crucial impact on how we in turn inter-
pret the_ story.- The following exercise 'helps students appreciate the
importance of narrative point of view as it gives them the opportunity to
practiceivriting, oral reading,'and acting skills.

As .a homework assignment, ask each student to write two versions of
,a confrontation between two or more peoplean incident they witnessed
or participated in or an imaginary one. The important criteria are that
the interaction centetvaround some kind of conflict and that it take place
between two or more characters. Two or three paragraphs suffice, though
Many students end up writing several met.

Ic, for instance, I write about an 'argument between Mary and Tom, I,
might first describe the, ccInflict from Mary's point of view und.then from
Tom's. But I also might choose to write from the point of view of another
major participant in the action; or a person who knows the major par-
ticipants but is only peripherally involved, or a third-person narrator who
knows the thought's of one or more of the characters, or an "objective"
observer who merely reports what he or she sees and hears. The story-
teller might even be an inanimate object; one student, tor example,
described two children,fighting over a toy from the viewpoint of one of

,

a
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the youngsters and then through the eyes of the toy,.peering out anxiously
at the fight; from where it had been kicked under the bed..

-In class, read a d both versions of these incidents and discuss differ-
ences created by oft of view. Does the listener feel- more or less sym-
pathy for a given, character in one version as opposed to the other? Do
events seem to change when they are told through different eyes? Do you
trust one storyteller more than the other?

Chooseuseveral scenes and ask class members to stage and perform
both versions on the following day, demonstrating how drastically char-
acterization, one and even events are altered by a change in narrative
point of view. One girl, for example, had written about a monopoly game
with her boyfriend. Performed fl'om the viewpoint of a third - person nar-
rator who was a sympathetic confidante of the boy, the game became an
epic "tiattle of the sexes," with the girl humiliated by her defeat at the
hands-of a manly opponent. Viewing the scene through- the girl's eyes,
however, we saw not only that she was unruffled at losing the game but
that she was amused by how seriously her boyfriend took a trivial game
of chahce.

Extend the activity to short stories and novels read by the class. I've
had gosid success with Faulkner's "Rose for Emily;" asking students to
write from the pciint.of view of varNus characters in the story and to
discuss how our perception of the story changes wath.the teller's point
of view.

Paula Gray, Parkland Ccmrpunity College, Champaign, Illinois

Chrono-logs

Any novel lends itself to this activity but especially appropriate are those
without.chaptertitles.

After students have d the first chapter of the assigned novel,. ask
them to prepare two star ments that cover the most ,important events in
that chapter. Students then convert their two statements into sentences to
be complced and recopy' them on a septiratc piece of paper. Suppose. the
assigned novel is Where the Red Fern Grows. A student might write the
following initial statement: "In the opening scene Billy comes upon a
violent dogfight." The inconiplete or elliptical statement might read like
this: "In the opening scene Billy comes upon a . . ."

Students then exchange elliptical statements with classmates, who com-
plete the statements on separate sheeteof paper. This simple device allows
readers to check on their comprehension of main events in the plot. The
sentence-completion eyrciSe also serves' as a:review of what has been
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read so far. As successive chapters -are assigned, students keep the com-
pleted sentences as a chAno-log that eventually becomes an outline of the
novel's plot.

Jean Hammond, Northampton Middle Machipongo, Virginia.

Think Theme

The idea of theme can be a difficult one for junior high students to grasp.
I've found a way to sneak up on this somewhat nebulous notion.

I begin by asking volunteers to tell a favorite story or joke. After each
s)6 I. ask several other students to state the basic idea of the story
Or joke. From these thumbnail statements we work toward a definition

2ofitheme.
Then I ask each student in turn to name a favorite television show and

to try to state its theme in one sentence. We refine our definition of theme
based on this information. .

Next we turn to "Black Boy" by Richard. Wright, but other stories
with lots of action will also serve. Students read excerpts and we discuss
the story, working toward a statement of its theme. 1 divide the class into
groups, and each group seleCts a scene from the story that illustrates the
theme. Now the task is to plan a way,to present this scene to the class.
After adequate time for preparation, the dramatizations are given. Fol-
loWing each presentation, the class comments on how that scene and its
dramatization reflect or develop the theme of "Black Boy."

Patricia H. Ford, Carol City Junior High School, Miami, Florida

Roses and Rage: Evaluating Short Stories

Into every unit of short story study comes the moment when we ask
students to evaluate what they have read. When this moment comes, I
introduce the Roses to the Author Awards and the I'd Like to Rip It.Out
of the Book Awards. For each of these, I s.JK students to come up with
individual awards that reflect traditional categories of discussion. For
example, roses may be presented for

Best Title

Most Interesting (Complex, Amusing) Character '

The Theme I Most Wanted to Tell an Extraterrestrial About
The Story with Surprising Vocabulary

Reader's Choice

10 N
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Having dealt with the Positive side, we tern to pet peeves. Typical of
the areas in which students elect to .present awards are

The Empty-headed Theme

The I Wouldn't Send a Postcard from This Setting Award
The Squashed(least well-rounded) Character

Reader's Reject

When students have made their nominations, they write a paragraph
ci in defense of one of their choices. These papers are shared, and I've gen-

erally found that they refleit',, albeit in humorous fashion, fairly astute
critical perceptions. Discussion is lively and devising awards and deciding
on candidates ate fun.

Larry Morehead, Cascade Middle School, Longview, Washington
ti

Macbeth behind the Desk

I've had fun using John Updike's story "Tomorrow armiToniorrow and So
Forth" after the class has read Macbeth. The-story illustrates sustained
literary allusion, but since it is set in a high school English class, it does
Much more. It's also a wonderful opportunity to work with Macbeth's .

soliloquy and to apply a bit of Aristotle's Poetics in a discussion of
thb tragictero:

I begM by asking students to bel responsible for these words from
Updike's story: infallible, barometric, annalistic, frieze, arrogance, gener-
ate; virtual,' preposterous, .pr,enionition, oppressive, diffident, soliloquy,
chivalrous, intercession taut beseechingly, rendition, coddling. In return,
I provide some information about Updike, including photographs:

Our discussion of the story focuses briefly on Updike's use of names:
Brute Young is a "young brute," Gloria. Angstrom is Mark's "glorious
angst," Barry Snyder is "very snide," Peter Forrester has a connection
with thrum Wood. We also explore Updike's use of weather to enhance
the story's"theme. In the &it paragraph Mark guesies it will rain because
Of the "infallible barometric" reaction of 'his students. After Mark senses
Geoffrey's premonition, he looks through the windoty: "The clouds ve:,..re
gaining in intensity." Then Prosser talks about the oppressive atmosphere
and darkness in Macbeth. Later Teresa Mark, and Gloria discuss the
"cloud shadows" of the "tomorrow" soliloquy and Prosser notices that
"beyond the windows actual clouds were bunching. rapidly." After the
buzzer sounds the end of the day, Mark notices that "the rain was 1,3M-0
in down fast now," and in the final paragraph Mr. -Prosser sees himself
for what he is and pinches his fingers painfully as he puts his rubbersover
his shoes.
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We also touch on elements of Updike's style. His use of alliteration
( "such sunny sentiments," "terrible truth," "said sideways softly"); his skill
with simile ("minds like moths," "her short, brushed-up hair like a cool
torch"with the torch a pun on Prosser's feelings for Gloria and a sug-
gestion of danger); and finally Updike's use of allusion. Macbeth's famous
soliloquy about the meaninglessness of life enriches this story about a
mode.-n-day Macbeth. Mark is Updike's tragic antihero. He is not, as
Ai-ivale writes, "better than ourselves"; he is "ourselves." Like Macbeth,
his tragic flaw is pride. He manipulates his class to enhance his own

_superiority and from this "great height" falls as a tragic hero must. Mac-
beth is undone when Birnam,Wood comes to Dunsinane; Mark is brought
down by Peter Forrester, and like Macbeth, the sequence of events was
provoked by a woman.

Sharon Thomas, Timberline High School, Lacey, Washington'

When the World's the Stage

In my introduction to literature courses, students studying drama for the.
first time ask questions like these: "Why isn't there more netion in
Oedipus Rex ?" "Why does Hamlet close with the bodies being carried off
the stage?" I began to see' that they were applying their knowledge of
today's television and stage techniques (with their elaborate settings;
freeze frames, close-ups, and the like) to these plays. I wanted them to
continue doing this, but I also wanted them to understand the relation-
ship between drama and itsstage.

Models of a Greek theater or Shakespeare's Globe help to explain
dramatic conventions. But to underscore'that the answers to, their. ques-
tions involved, at least in part, the nature of the stagelfor which the plays
were written, we recreated some of the stage conditions of Greek. and
Shakespearian drama.

We began by using as our. stake the niche hi the cafeteria set aside for
faculty-staff'dining. We read the last lines of the duel scene in Hamlet,
positioned the bodies and stopped. Both actors and audienCe immediately
recognized- the awkwardness of. having no curtain .or house lights that
could be lowered to cover the exits of the "dead" actorsand students
began to understand one reason why the play ends as it does.

Fr,om the cafeteria we moved out in the sunlight to do Ain lines from.
the lialCony scene in Romeo and Juliet. Our, sunny sUrroUndings, made
the point that Shakespeare had to rely on language to create setting;
today we would merely lower the stage lights. .

We moved our troupe yet a third time. Students positioned on a bahk
overlooking the parking lot learned that an audience was notldways able
'to see facial expressions and action taking place some distance away; and
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they, could see why is a Greek play Much of the action was created
. through dialbgue. - .

. ,. ,
Back in the classroom, we discussed what we had Observed and how

these scenes might be staged in today's theater or for television. Students,
I think; developed a greater sense of a play as a staged performance, and
we had full considering ,these aspects of staging. The idea' might be '

'ekpanded to.include other aspects of staging, for example, times when the
audience-is treated- as'a character in 'a play, which seems t9 happen in
Julius Caesar when Antony reads"Caesar's will.

ginia ,
Sara M. Miller, Northern Virginia Com, unity College l; Woodbridge,

. Vir
k-,

. / / °

//
Walking through A Miamian& Nighti's Dream

Recently a -ninth-grade class had an oppoitunity to see A Midsummer
Night's Dream porformed by a college group. With no time to read the

,--- Play, the teacher was concerned about how students would follow the
dimly characters in the four interwoven plots. The simple procedure out-
lined below,acquainted them with the main characters and helped them
anticipate the-unfolding of theplot. ,.

- On large squares of tagboard write the names of Major characters, -

usinti coded colors for pairs and groups: blue for Theseus and Hippolyta,
red for Oberon and Titania, and so on. Stack the cards'in the order that .

the characters will be introduced.
cu

.

cueAi you tell the story, distribute each name card on e and ask the .

recipient to assume the position referred to. 'Hermia and Helena and
' Lysander and Derfietrius, for. instance, should stay together or move

about as you relate their actions. Students are both actors and audience
and should- `study one atigther and try to, remember names. (Students
hold'their name earth up squarely during the exercise.so classmates can
try to fix the names.) If you have more students than characters, atk
some individuals to represent important objects in the play; give a purple
flower to Charlie and let him be "Love in Idleness." Encourage 'at least
minimal chaticterization: let Nick Bottom scratch his hairy face/ suggest

. that CobWeb and Moth fan the queen as she reclines under ah imaginary
snake skin. , .

This playful introduction to A Midsummer Night's Dream helped stu-
dents overt e initial hurdle of sorting out the characters and plot. Cer
tainly it. ena led them to view the performance 'With greater insight and
pleasure tha would Otherwise have been possibler -.. °

Alan Stacy, ort Frye High School, Beverly, Ohio
. 1

r
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' Fun and Games on Mount Olympus

9

, After a unit on mythology, my students enjoy these review games. They
can, of course, be adapted to suit other literature units.

Who Am I? Pin the name of a mythological character to the back of
each student without the student seeing the name. The task is to ask yes
and no questions of classmates in an effort to determine the name, A
student who feels ready to hazard a guesschecks with me. A correct iden-
tification on the first try earns the maximum number of "points,'Nvith'a
reduction of points for each additional guess.

Meet the Press. Students come to class dressed as'mythological char-
acters and are interviewed by other students posing as journalists. A per-
fect opportunity to use your school's video-Cassette recorder and camera!

Mythopol. Make large game boardds out of tagboard, sectioning them
off in squares similar to commercial table games. Shaking dice to deter-
mine the number of squares, players move a marker around thetboard.
The object is to be the lost player to reach thitElysian 'Fields. Some
squares are simply safe squares on 'which to stop. Otheri have pitfalls
(Cerberus and the Stympbalian Birds, for example) thit require players

. to movtack a given number of spaces. Still othefs offerrewardsIbiana
an Ceres, for example) and allow players to move forward anadditibnal
nu ber of spaces. Finally, there_are scluarei labeled "Fates," with accorn-

, panyitng cards (similar to "Chance",nd "Community Che,st") that bring
good or bad flick to the player. e

Myth-o. Students make cards mOdeleirafter Bingo carcbovithnames
(people and places) from mythology in each square. The 'teacher or a
student reads aff descriptions of thel characters' or places. The Studentsl '

'must recognize who or what is being described and' cover that square if
the name appears on their cards. Zeus, for example, could be described as
"Father-god" or "Husband of Hera." The appropriate reward for. the

Ik`N winner? A Mars barwhat else? °

. Mary Eberling, Sacajawea Junior High School, Federal Way, Washington

Atlaso to Reineibet .

On April 14, 1912, the "unsinkable" Titanic, flagship of the White Star
Line,, on her maiden voyage from Southampton to New York, struck an

.iceberg and sank off the southeast coast of Newfoundland with the kiss
:of 1503 lives. e

Walter Lord's A Night to Rremember a Minute-by-minute account of
the sinking, is an excelfeht book for junior high school English classes.

' .0
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Interesting and, readable, it permits teaching strategies that cover major
z areas of English instruction. What follows is an outline of how I recently

taught the ,book to eighth-graders.

General Discussion

After students had read the book, we discussed the story in general terms. '
I posed a number of topics for their reactions: ,

1. The social structure of the time, with particular reference to the
"classes- on the liner

'2."'"Ifs" that might haye changed the fate of Titanic and her crei,
and passengers

3. The hininiing views of passengers as the enormity of the situation
began tounfold

ta

t

4. Important changes in Atlantic liner service that came about as a
result of the tragedy

Individual Projects

Some of the ideas,listed below occurred to me as a result of class discus-
sions; others were suggested by students. Each student researched and
wrote.np a topic; later these projects were coordinated and offered as n
seminar for the entire class. Occasionally two students collaborated on
a topic.

1. Investigate another disaster: the crash of the Hindenburg, the sink-
ing of the Lusitania, the crash of Air New Zealand's Flight 901 into
Mt. Erebus, the collapse of the. Vancouver Second Narrows Bridge,
the destruction of the oil drilling platform Ocean Ranger, the
Halifax explosion in 1917. 4

2. Use local or national newspaper files to research the reftfrting of
the Titanic's sinking. If your students have access to the New York
Times for April 15-19, 1912, they will be fascinated with the day-
by-day coverage.

3. Read another account of the Titanic story and report to the class.
Among your choices: Ft. W. Baldwin, Admiral Death:. Twelve
Adventures of Men against the Sea (1939); Lawrence Beesley, The
Los of rhe SS Titanic (1973); G. J. Marcus, The Maiden Voyage
(1969); Wyn C. Wade, The Titanic: End of a Dream (1979).

4. Read Clive Cussler) novel Raise the Titanic and report to the dais.
5. Two poems based on the Titanic's sinking are Thomas Ijardy's

"The Convergence of the Twain" and E. J. Pratt's "The Tiianic.s"
Read tliese and "teach them" to the class.

1 0
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6. Read the Search for the Titanic by William 'Hoffman and Sack
Grimm andAscuss the 1980' and 1981 quests for,the Titanic.

7. Discuss contemporary problems with, icebergs and:the threat they
pose in the North Atlantic, particularly to oil and gas 'rigs operating
in the Hibernia field off Newfoundland.

Additional Activities

1. Transform the classroom into a. Panel of Inquiry investigating the
circumstances surrounding the Titanic disaster. Some students
take' the role of panel commissioners and others testify before
the commission.

2. Writing assignment: Pretend that you are a Titanic survivor. Explain
how you came to be on the vessel. Describe the sinking and your
rescue by the Carpathia. 9

3. It may be possible, especially in metropolitan areas, to arrange an
interview with a Titanic survivor. Such an interview, conducted by
two,members of my eighth-grade class, provided an exciting climax
to our study of A Night to Remember.

James Satterthwaite, Point Grey. Secondary School, VancOnver, British
Columbia

V

Virtue: Prospect and Retrospect

After students have read the section of Benjamin Franklin's autobiography
that deals with his attempt to attain the thirteen 'virtues, we discuss the
mores, morals, and attitudes of Franklin's time' and compare thein with ,

those of contemporary society. As a follow-up assignment, students write
a paper, using first person, in which they list three virtues they feel they
need to acquire or strengthen. A part of the pape,k should specify how
these virtues may be acquired within the framework of their lives.

I file away these papers and at the end of the school year ask students
to reread them and write a paragraph in which they summarize how well
they did with their attempts at virtue.

Sandra gray, Central High School, San Angelo, Texas

One, Too, ThretTesting

In lieu of an oral pr written book report, I, sometimes ask students tik
devise antexam for the book they have read. If another student reads one

4
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of these books' he or she may ele.:t to take the test for a bonus grade. The
assignment goes something like this.

1. Write an examination with an answer 'toy for the book you
read. The exam shoilld include a. short-answer section -and an
essay section. :

2. Include ten true and false, ten multiple choice, and ten matching
questions in the short-answer section.

3. The essay section should contain three questions. Consider
theme, Oat, setting, and characterizationfAwhen you devise

ko,d-these questions.
4. Be sure the directions for taking the test ire clear.
5. The key should include answers to short-answer questions and

an answer in outline form for each of the essay questions.

Clifford Milo, Pomona Junior High School, Suffern, NeW York

4

Author IDs

Tte scope of the chronological literature survey in .a high school English
course is necessarily limited. By allotting specific responsibility to stip-
dents for comprehensive information on assigned authors, I've been able
to achieve fuller coverage find benefits shared'by all. Here's how the sys-
tem works.

Students draw a card from a stack of author cards. Thus they are
"born" as authors.. Their task thereifter is to know themselveawhat
they; hink about, do, try to do, write about. Students prdinptly complete
sufficient superficial research to fill out both sides of author ID cards that
resemble the one below. They go on to read a substantiaf-sample'of
authors' works,(tvvo novels or the equivalent), biographical materials, and
representative criticism.

°

Name:

My tesi-khown works:

- My vocation:

My avocation:

In writing my intent is

One or modthreads that run through my work:

side one

1



MY Close friends and artists::'

Influences in my life and work3:

I am a pait of the movement, the
principles of which are

side twa

Comments of critics who review and analyze my work:

13

"N.

I encourage students to "speak" for their authors whenever a theme or
point of view or symbOl under discussion suggests a connection. An allu-
Sion t...) Cain encountered while the,class is reading Browuif, for example,
might trigger a comment on Claudius's prayer from thcatudent mho "is"
Shakespeare and whofis prereading Hamlet. When the class reads Ben
4owon's touching poem "On My First Son," the . student who
WAsworth might,preview the Lucy pciems. Making connectiontsuch as
these gives students the coinfirtable "recognition that writers deal with
experiences common to the humanconilition, no matter what-the

I studedtato identify as completely as pOssiblc. to speak, in their
author's voice, to use the abthor's words when possible, to iniagina them.
selves to be-in the author's time and placeto dress, to eat, to travel,
to listen to the music of the periods to react to the news of the ..day
as that author would. To do this,. students immerse themselves in the
author's writing, read a biograro- v, 'and review major criticism of the
author's work.

Jeanne G. Howes, Atlantic 'Community High School, Delray Beach,
- Florida

Map Me a Petal

In contemporary society, students' need to be literatin a variety of
"languages"..-the language of print, to be sure, but also the .language of
iymbol (math music, compUter science) and the language of. the icon
( art, architecture, film).°Proficienty in each of these languages can be an
aid to greater proficiency in the Others.

.

Still, English teachers frequently aisume that visual literacy is irrelevant
to their classrooms and may actually interfere with the achievement of

,
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high levels of literary literacy. They may re,:ognize the value of a:struc-
tured overview. in teaching reading; but they-seldom apply this technique
to works of literature. Such a view of a literary work, however, can help
students to discover form. and purpose, to organize "information" (fac-
tual, emotional, aesthetic), to discover the writer's voice (tone, psychologz
ical distance). It can help students to appreciate the riter's craft and to
discover' the writer's meaning. .

I've found great value in asking students to visualize literary: structure.
After reading a literary selection, I ask them to diagram the selection, to

.put the work into some kind of visual model. I leave ,theselinstructionso
open-ended to see. what. students come up. with. Their diagrams . take ,

many forrns:a central conflict between or within a character (perhaps
color=coded), the major structural pattern of a:work (as the linear; repeti-
tive, interlocking pattern of Canterbttry Tales), the relationship of a work
to its setting.

Less able students may need help, but ideas are contagious and stu-
dents soon "see" what they are afterLfinceptionally able students. may
well come up with very sophisticated ideas relating discipliner, students in
one class structured Murder in the Cathedral in the form of at Vivaldi'
mass. One caution:lhe end prOduct of this assignment isnot an illustra-.
tion of the work but a diagram of it.

Marjorie Lieneck, Hastings High School, Hastings-on-Hudson, New York

Swift, the 'tuldbiltsgs, and the Question of Immortality

I ask students to jot down three wishes, the anything-is-possible, fairy-
godmother/type. They enjoy thinking about impossibilities and are atten-
tive when I collect the lists no names attached and read the wishes
aloud., Usually at least one student 115th "living forever," and that allows
me to open up the discussion of immortality. It's interesting to note that
Many 'students adamantly favor mortality because they are concerned,
about being bored. At this point I tell those skeptics. that Swift agreed
and dealt with the idea in Gulliver's. Travels. Then I assign chapter ten,
Part Three. .

After-We've finished the reading, we discuss Gulliver's lesson and
wift'vinessage. Most agree that if the Stuldbrutgs are the prototype,.

they're lad be:mortal.
The writing atilignment that follows combines literary analysis with

opinion: I 'put it something like this: Imagine a Council of Guardian
Angels assembled to choose ti small. number of human beings to .be
granted immortality-Your name has come up, and your guardian angel
has been -summoned. You. must write-a letter for yotir angel io take.

C1
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along, expressing why you would or would not like to be une of the
immortals and what. policy the angels should adopt in making their
choices. Support your view by referring to Gulliver's Travels. paraphras-
ing and incorporating direct quotes." Several students chose immortality
and relied heavily on Gulliver's naive pre-Stuldbruggian ideal, which was
fine as 'Ong as they dealt with the Stuldbriggs as well.

I've found this assignment a good one to do along with my students.
They are very interested in'hearing each other's opinionsand mine
tooand the logic behind them. In turn, I am amazed at their insight
into the big questions of life and death, . . .

Rebecca A. Stiff, Stevensville Hrg,h School, Stevensville, Montana

,Tests That Begin After They're Taken

This Activity is designed to help students think critically abotft the answers
to essay questions. Students deal not only with their own answers but.
also with the answers- of their classmates and with a theoretically "per-
fect" answer. The activity also moves the responsibility for learning in the
student's direction. My social studies teaching mate and I used this idea
with sixty gifted eighth-graders, and we plan to use it with our regular
eighth-graders soon. Our immediate goal was to test whetherour students'
had read- an assigned text, Animal Farm, so we gave the test before dis-
cussing.the book in class, but the activity could also be used as'a follow-,
up to die study of a book or as a review exercise. The procedure we
followed is summarized below.

I. Assign each student to a group. We had ten groups of six students
each. Write an essay test, with the same number of questions as you

.a 'have groups. Formulate questions that require. students to pull
together several pieces of eiidence from the text. The answers rime,
be fairly .short and straightforward, but at the same time they
should require synthesis.

2. Each student takes the test.

3. Divide the class into the assigned groups ani desirtate one ques-
tion-from the test to each group. Each group then writes an answer
to that question. Group members freely consult with each other in
Composing this "perfect" answer.

4. Each group presents the answer to its question to the clash. Class
members may argue to add, take away, or alter parts of -the answer.

5. Divide the class's test papers among the groups. Each grOup readti
and discusses all answers to its question, comparing each answer
with the "perfect" answer they have written. Group One, therefore,
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looks 'only at the answer to question 1 on each test, evatuates.lt, and
awards it a numerical score. On our test, each question Was worth
10 points, so _students scored each question on a scale of 0 4o 10.
Keep the papers rotating from group to grpup until all questions on
all papers have been scored?

6. Return the evaluated papers to their owners who tally their scores.

A ugh no problems were caused by having names on the test
papers, students might .feel more comfortable if they were aisigned 'num-

'berg and remained anonymous as test-takerke We also allowed students
who felt their papers had Veen evaltrited unfairly to appeal-their scores in
writing to us. Each group developed its own style of evtlluating answers,
and we did not itftei No problems seemed to result. The entire activr
ity, including forty-five minutes for taking the test, was completed in two
fifty-minute class periods. We felt the time was well spent, for taking the
ttst was only the beginning of the learning experience.

,
Roger P. Green, Rocky Run Intermediate School, Chantilly, Virginia. s.



2 AsSignment Assortnient for Writers.

Teachers, like their shdents, spend long hours thinking abotit writing
what to write about and how to go about writing. Although the what and
the how of writing, its cOntent,and forms,.ean never be separated, each of
the activities in this chapter has as its central focus 'a challenging:writing
assignment' The range is greatfrom recasting the adventure of Little
Red aiding Hood as a news story to churning out an episode for the'
soaps, from-reacting to A doodle to responding to a painting. Implicit in
each,'. however, is the recognition that creating a Writing assignment that
works is an art. The time spent in front of the desk defining and refining
the assignment is ultimately as important as the time sent behind the
dAsk grading it. Theiection ends with six ideas for the writing ofyoetry.

Estonville Logger Rescues Child and Grandmother

Most teachets are familiar with the inverted pyramid and its role in
newswriting: most important and recent information comes first. The rent'
follows in order of decreasing importance. In addition, I ask, students to
keep in mind these general principles.

t. Newswriting is Objective. Dora give your opinion about events.
2. Write in the third person; use names and'thisd-persOn pronouns

(he, she, they). Never use second person (you) or first person (I,
we). Third person. is appropriate to the objective style of news=
writing and does not confuse the reader.

3. Always provide attribution. (sources) so that the. reader can
evaluate.the credibility of the information.

4. Avoid opening a news story with a dirict quote. Such a lead may
turn away. readers because it delays the story and asks them to
make deductions orfigure things out. If the information has
been gathered.in the form of direct quotations, reword them so
that they appear as indirect quotations.

S. KeeA sentences and paragraphs in a news story short.
6. Do not write an ending top INN% story. When space runs short

in a newspaper, magazine, or brOadcast, the end of the story is
cut first (from the bottom up). A closing will probably never
appear, even if one was written.

kg
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'
As a practice exercise I ask students to apply these principles in casting °

a familiar tale as a news story. Here's how Little Red Riding Hood's
story hit the wires.

,

An Eatonville logger. rescued a 9-year-old. girl and her .gratid-
mother yesterday near Spanaway after they had tw,n'swallowed by
a wolf..

The girl, Little R. It Hood, and her grandmother, Granny.Hood,u_
were listed in satisfactory es. _dition at Lakewood General Hospital .
after the logger had surgically- removed them from. the WOWS'
abdomen, using his axe as a scalpel.

"I just felt something wasn't right," said Paul Bunyon, 34, of
Eatonville. Bunyon was driving north on Mounuiin Highway when
he noticed the Hood's front door was open. "I'couldn't believe my
eyes," said BunYon. "That won stomach was bulging."

Bunyon reported hearing two voices crying, "Let us out! Let' us
out!" He then used his axe to'slice open the wolf's stomachs The girl
and her grandmother stepped out. They suffered from teeth marks
and slight abrasions. ° 1

According to Pierce`County Deputy Sheriff M. A. Coppctbe girl
had been delkring cOokies to her grandmother when the attackucciarred.

and

sheriff'S report indicates that the wolf swallowed the grandmother
and then attempted to impersonate her.

"I tItought it was Granny!" said' the girl. "But she had such big
eyes, cars, and teeth. I should have known," sobbed the child while

t being questioned., .

Copp said no Charges viouid be filed. The wolf's: body was
taken, to the .University-of Washington Medical Laboratories for
rabies testing. 7 .

The girl's chticolate chip cookies were recovered undamaged.
Granny Hood has lived in the area for 40 years. Her grand;

daughter -had been bringing her.cookies every weekend for the past
three months.

'Irene Hicks, Bethel High School,.Spanaway, Washington

Kpys to Composition ,

You'll need the recording "Ebony and Ivory" by Paul McCartney and
Stevie Wonder. Play it and ask students to listen attentively to the words.
Play the record at least twice. Then ask students. to write the meaning of
the song in their own. words. I think you'll be surprised by the insight
mosVyoungsters showand by the metaphors they consciously or uncon-
sciously develop: In cssOnce: Kepi black-and -whitei-work together on the
keyboard to create something beautiful. Why can't people, no matter
what color, live together in harmony? "
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This technique can be used with other popular songs, especially those
with a message or those with an 'emotional insight particularly
appealing to adolescents.

Frances $. Carter, Linkh'orne Middle School, Lynchburg, Virginia

Lbsertatlon on a Doodle

Prepare in advance a handout on which you have put the beginaing of a
drawing or design such as the ones shown below. Distribute the handout.
Students may position the paper in any why they choose. Ask them to
incorporate the lines on the handout into a drawing or design of their
own. They may use the drawing on the handout as just one part of a
larger, more complex drawing or they may add lines to "complete" it.
Encourage them to be creative and oriliinal in their approaches. I suggest
the use of color, but I also accept black:and white drawings.

Number the pictures when they are finished, and use them in several
follow -up writing assignments: You'll be surprised at how interested stu-
dents are in finding out what their classmates "saw" in the handout.

1. Show selected drawings to the class and brainstorm tgbther for
words and phrases generated by a given picture. Sometimes .I ask
students to jot down theirideas and than share them. This tactic
enables mare reluctant students to contribute to brainstorming. List
the words and phrases on the chalkboard or on a projector trans-

. parency, and students can draw on this idea pool in writing a
reaction paragraph to a given drawing.
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2. Postulate that a given picture is, an illustration from a published
story. From what is seen in the picture, ask for appropriate titles for
the story. Again, I usually ask students to jot down one.or two titles

before we begin to share them:Justifying or explairfing title chokes

is half the fun.
3. Select a complet4d design and ask each student to write a noun,.

an adjective, a verb, an adverb: and a- preposition that come' to
mind when looking at the. design. Exchange papers. Each' student
then writes a paragraph incorporating the words he or she received.

4. Ask dach student to select a picture about which to write: The form
may be descriptive or narrative, prose or poetry. .

The numbering. system' allowl more than one student to choose the
wt same picture. It also takes care of students who may .have lieen absent

during thiewing stage of the assignthent. _

Ann Damerow, Northshore Junior High School, Seattle,-Washington

Itespondhig tattle Arts

Asking students to respond to the fine arts can produce some of the most
interesting and thoughtful writing of the semester. Here are two ways to

ga otbout,it. The first is based on a response to music, the second on a
response to the visual arts.

Play a piece of music and ask students to.draw or paint as they listen.

Artistic talent is not required; and often design% are more appropriate
thin drawings of people or specific scenes. Stop to discuss the kinds.of
draWingis and the colors the music 'evoked. Play the selection again.. This

time students write fredirratever the music suggests. Ask those who are

willing to share their writing.. Disctisk.similarities between the visual and

verbal responses. What qualities in the;intisic evoked these responses? As

a creative extension to,this activity, ask each student to revise the writing
and drawing responses and cpmbide them in a poster. '

Display a painting or project a slide of a work of art. Provide enough
bickground about the work to place it in perspective or to relate it to a
unit students are studying. Allow students ,a few minutes to jot down
words and phrases that come immediately to mind to describe the work.

Then discuss two or three questions you have formulated about the work,
allowing time for students to respond to each one in writing before pill
on to the next. Conclude with a. question that-asks students to relate the

work AO their own lives. These responses can then become the prewriting

for a more developed writing assignment.
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As a follow-upyarm students with. questions and send "nem out *to
view original works of art in the community: churches, statues,/ museum
pieces, homes. Their responses can become the basis for major essays on
the arts in daily life.

Theiesa A. Manchey, James Wood High School, Winchester, Virginia

-Picttire Paragraph

I use the following individual study unit on the descriptive paragraph
with ninthtraders with great success. The step-by-step procedure seems
to help Unenthusiastic writers. From time to time students also seem to
enjoy a project that is entirely under their own management and control.
Of course the handout Outlined below can be niodified and improved, but
it's a beginning.

Individual Study: The Descriptive Paragraph
This unit of indepen)ent study will produce a descriptive para-

graph of which you'll be proudif you follow each 'cep below
Do not try to "cut corners" or skip steps. Speed is not the impor-

.,,

cant ,factor;.work at Yu& own pace. This'cloes not 'mean- you are
to fool around in class; .alt work must' be compleAed by. everyone.

4 On (date) each of you will be asked- to hand in the
cOmplEted unit, which includes the answers in writing to_the
tions listed below, the picture of your choice, and the draft and final
copy of your descriptive paragraph..

074,
1. Find dphotograph or pictuie that genuinely appeals to you. You

must be able to cut it out and include it with your unit. Realm-/ ber when you make your selection that you will shire this picture
with classmates.tOss.

2. Study youepicture. What portion (or aspect) seems to be the
. most prominent? This is-the central idea or image.
3. Think of a phrase that ace,S,Thtely and specifically describes the

central idea or image. Write 44Sown.
A. What mood or feeling dominates the *titre?
S. What qualities about the .picture help to create 'the dominant

mood? .-

d. Keeping in nfinclithe central idea or image and yhc dominant
mood, decide on a title for your picture. Write it down. This title
may become the title of your final. paragraph.

7. 'Imagine that, y64 are desehoingyour pictufe, for someone unable .

to see 'it. Try to cOn'vey the picture as completely as possible. . .

Write down every one of the -details tliat you mention to this.
person: For example: ducks, backgrOund trees, water; sky, mist,. .

Spring, breeie.
. 2
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8. Remember that you perceive the world around you with five
senses: sight, sound, smell, touch, taste. Look back.at the list you

. made for question 7 to see how many of the senses your list of
details covers. Make a revised list, one that relies on all five
senses. Follow the format shown below. Some. words, mist for
example, .appeal more than one sense and may be included
more than once.
sight: ducks sound: quacking

background trees rustle of leaves
water lapping waves_
sky
mist

smell:, moist air (mist)
swampy smell.

touch: breeie - of shoreline
mist taste: moist air
water

9. What adjectives and adverbs would you add to the words and
phrases in number 8 to increase clarity and appeal? Rewrite the
list from number 8, addin hese adjectives and adverbs. It's also
a good idea to begin turning ose single words into phrases
even sentences.'
ducks: ducks in silhouette circling the nearly hidden pond
background trees: trecs, freshly green, nearly hiding the pond
from view
miter: still water nestled in a ring of trees
quacking: their sharp quack pierced the silence
breeze: the air was. cool after the sudden spring storm
man air: the moist air clut#3,to my skin
swampy smell: the swampy smell of the decaying vegetation at
the watePS edge seemed a reminder of winter

10. 'Now 'that you have put your picture into words, you must con-.
alder whether or not 'you have too many details; too much deta
is distracting And boring: Do you fcer that. any of the ideas you.
listed in number 9 should be excluded from the paragraph you
are going to write? You want to retain reader interest, but you want
to Write concisely and intensely. Circle any Of the details listed in
step 9 that you would consider leaving out.

11. Remember your readers:. attract their attention and keep it;
. appeal to 'the senses. Now you are ready to write. Convey os

complete sr word picture of the photograph as you can. Make
cleartto your readers the 'dominant mood or the central Idea of
the picture. It may help if ydu recall why you chose the title.
Then go back to the list of details in step 9.-Number them in the
order in which you think you will usb them in the paragraph.

12. This is the most important step! Complete the rough drdft 'of
yotir descriptive paragraph. Ask another student to read it;-'then
show that student the picture.Discuss how to improve the para-
graph. tverycine will have corrections to mkt!

4
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13. Write a final copy on a separate sheet ofpaper. Check to make
, sure there are no silly errors. Exchange papers with a classmate

and check again. Turn in your picture, your ward lists, the rough
draft, and the final copy. Folders.for this material will be pro-
vided on the due date.

' 23

Cyril A..Haynes. Milton Williams Junior High School, Calgary, Alberta

School Mailbag

This activity engenders a delightful cooperation between primary' and
high school students. In our school district, the form of the letter is
taaglit and practiced at grade IVvo.'Since receiving answers is the best
possible motivation for young letter writers, we devised the following
correspondence situations. As a result, second-graders are highly moti-
vated to' develop letter-writing skills, and high school students learn to
adapt message to audience.

At Christmas time, second-graders write letters to Santa Claus. These
are delivered 'to Santa's helpers (students in eleventh-grade English

daises). The eleventh-graders make up names for themselves and answer
each letter individually. Later in the nal., we repeat the exchange with
"Dear _Abby, .1 have a problem" letters from second-graders and wise

,answers from high school juniors.
,

Marilyn West, South St. Paul' Senior.' High School, &Oath St. Paul,
Minnesota

Fantastic!

Discuss fabulous deatUres (grifrOns, unicorns, manticores) with the class
to get imaginations going. You might bring in some bestiaries and illus-

-trated ehildren's-books,(Maurice Sendak's WhAre the Wild Things Are,
for example) or sketch an add-a-line, never-nevstacreature at-the board.
(each student adds oneelenient with colored chalk). After this wittn-up,
each student 'draws an imaginary animal. Important: No talking allowed
and keep the drawings secret.

On a separate sheet of paper ask each student to write a paragraph or
two describing the unique animal he or she has created so that someone
Who has never seen the animal could picture it. Assign a number to each
student and ask that it be put on the.drawing and on the corresponding
written descriptionollect the pictures and paragraphs and put the
pictures aside.
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Give each student a sheet of drawing paper and a paragraph written
by another student. Students now draw. the animals they envision from
the written descriptions. Again, no, talking allowed. Ask students to
number their drawings to match ttle numbers on the paragraphs they
received. Collect the paragraphs and the second set of drawings.

Display each written description with its two drawings, the original
drawing and the one made on the basis of information in the written
paragraph. Ideally, the two drawings should ,resemble each other. In
practice, discrepancies will beapparent, and some lively disculsion.about
the descriptive paragraphs will result.

Vary the game plan by trading written descriptions with`students in
'another class. Secrecy is not required this way, bdt many students enjoy
top-security assignments. and the, fun ot. dass disclosures. Another varia-
tion: Put up only the second "drawings and sees if .each 'stertent can identify
the one that is supposed to match his or her written descricition.

This assignnientis enjoyed by reluctant writers, but it has limitations.
The descriptions tend to be rather like lists and somewhat "factual." Of
course better writers are creative and incorporate figurative language, but
average .writers need suggestions from you if they are to avoid monotony.

Nancy Grier, Monroe School, Port Angeles,: Washington

Soaps e

Recently tny%leventh-grade writing students developed episodes for soap
operas.-The assignment was a tremendous success. Students worked in
groups of four or five, and while it took them a fair bit of time to churn
out their episodes, the results,w,ere well Worth it. What follows is a copy
Of the assignment I gave students.

"The Edge of Night"' has just been canceled by CBS. \The' net-
work is now looking for a lively new soap ope1a to fill thb vacant
afternoon time slot. You have already sent the network a brief
summary, and they have expressed interest in your work. They have
asked you to submit one short episode Opproximately twenty
minutes in length) and to include at least twa'of the following items
in that episode: a confessiOn, a startling discovery, a conffontatioa,
a reconciliation.

Here is a copy of the summa0ou submitted to the network.

Setting
The soap takei place in liendrikson, a small midwestern town in the
United States. A famous cardiac unit is situated there, and thus
doctors and researchers from all Over the world come to Hendrikson.
Hendrikson is also the costume jewelry capital of North America.
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Characters
At sixty-three, Dr. Ken Kerring, director of the cardiac unit, is a
trusted figure in Hendrikson and highly regarded at City Hospital.
It has been ten years since his wife disappeared in a boating accident
in the West Indies. Strangely enough, Mrs. Kerring's body was
never found.
Shirley Brooks has recently come to Hendrikson. The daughter of
Dr. Kerringtublaek sheep" brother, Shirley grew up on a tropical
island, where she contracted a rare disease. The disease is fatal, but
Shirley knows nothing about it. Only Dr. Kemng knows the truth.
Woithington Malcolm has recently become engaged to Shirley
Brooks. He has just taken over the management of the large inter-
national jewels), firm founded by his father, with whom he dots not
get along.

_Melissa Malcolm-Newton, _Worthington's young sister, has been
kidnapped `twice by two different groups of terroristsin the past
year. As a result; she has lost her memory and dots not recognize
her husband, Dr.. Jonathan Newton. Jonathan has recent!), become.
interested in Jane Cashin, a patient at'his clinic.
N.B. Be sure to submit a covering' letter with yobr soap opera

.3, episbde.

Mary Ellen Selby, Templeton Secondary School, Vancouver, British.
Columbia
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Future': Fantasy and Fact

This writing assignment. fits nicely into a -unit on career education and is
intended for twelfth-graders who havepo particular postsecondary edu-
cational goals. With modification, of course, it can be used in other ways
and with other students. This is this assignment.sheet I distribute.

I. Pretend you have been given the power to see yourself ten years
from now. Describe in writing your future as you wish it to be,
as it could be if all your problems were gone: We'll call this
description "romantic." Remember, you have the .power to ne
whatever you wish.

2. You still have the power to describe what yOur life will be like
ten years from now, but this time you must write a realistic
description. You must show what it will really be-like, not what
you wish it could be: Remember,. write what yoti really believe
will happen.

. ,

3. You now have two descriptionspne romantic, one realistic.
Read them carefully. For almiist all people, the two arc quite
different. Try to answer these questions about ',Our two views.
a. What differences do you see in these descriptions? List them.
b. How do-you feel about the differences you see between your

romantic and.realistic future? Write an honest reaction.
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c. What can "you do about the way you feel? List steps you can
. take to find'a sensible compromise between your 'romantic

notion and your realistic view.

This writing assignment makes two assumptions about students. One,
they have conipetence; they have a globatability to think, imagine, write;
and assess. Two, they can bring this ability to bear on the assignment
without receiving direct instruction. This assignment also assumes that
the teacher will examine the written propucts and help students improve
them, via revision or by transfer to subsequent assignments.

Ronald J. Gobs, Hingham Public Schools, Hingham, Massachusetts

The Door

This fifty-minute, in-class writing/ revision exercise stimulates creativity
and encourages students to make vivid, precise word choices. If you like
it can be extended to a three-day sequence: draft, revise, share. I begin by
shutting the door to the classroom and writing two leads on the board:

When I walk out that door, I want . . .

When I walk out that door, I don't want . . .

I suggest a frame of. mind: "Write.whatever in your wildest imagina-
tion you don't-want to see or do when you leave this room and then what
more :`han anything,in the world you want to see or have happen to you
when you walk out that dOor at the end of the hour." I don't talk about
revision at this point or mention that we may read some of these adven-
tures.aloud. I don't want students to worry about the final product in the
early stages of its development.

After- about twenty minutes, I ask students to stop and rewrite,
improving verbs.tirst. I encourage them to look for particular qualities of
emotion, shades of meaning; dash, tor example, instead of went. Then
they repeat the process fol. nouns and modifiers.

At this point I ask students to exchange papers, to underline what they
consider to be the most effective word Choices in the paper, and to
indicate the overall impression the words convey. Do they seem melan-
choly, wistful, vigorous, cheerful;drealny?
. Finally, time permitting, I ask Volunteers to read whole paragraphs,

selected sentences, or favorite words only. Then the rest of us try to guess
the tone of the piecedelight, anxiety, panic, tranquility.

Thomas I..avani and Laura Mitchell, Southwest Missouri State Univer-
sity, Springfield, Missouri
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Fight in Room 209!

For the past three years,'Fred Zirm, my friend and fellow English teacher,
and I have team taught a journalism unit. The-two-Week unit has three.
segments: opinion pieces (editorials, reviews, consumer reports), people/
event articles (reports on dances, athletic events, and the like), and special
features (art, horoscopes, puzzlei). Here is how we handle one exercise
from the pdople and events section.

One of us begins an introduction of the unit, explaining the expecta-
tions we have for the class and outlining the first assignment. Then, on
cue, begin harassing Fred, mildly at first. and verbally, but finally we.
tussle. I grab his tie; he throws an eraser. Teasing turns to taunting. After
a few minutes we stop, and students are asked to describe what they have
just seen. After the shock has worn off, they spend about ten minutes
writing. We then share what-has been written, comparing factual details
and descriptive techniques. -

Next, Fred and I introduce a number of descriptive writing exercises
involving setting; mood, ,and 'physical appearance. We also complete 'a
dialogue exercise and consider how 'routine actions can be used to reveal
character. Sfudents turn again to the fight draft. We discuss the kinds of
openings a reporter can use: action, setting, physiCal appearance, dia

gt

-
logue. Students then begin the fight againand again:--using each
of the oprrems. We share these 'briefly, noting the ,effect
created by each.

At the end of the journalism unit, students rewrite the fight scene,
using as many of the techniques we covered in class as they can. The last
day is t glaring of those ewrites.

We have found thalthe fight rewrites are among the best "work our
students do all yearlong: Since the "staged fight" is witnessed by all:it
provides a common 'experiencerand a memorable one, Then, too, stul.
deAts are especially atientive, given the tinusual behavior of then'. stuffy

ehers. Finally, students usually side with:their own teacher during the
ht and tend to use slanted liinguage in their reports to'lhow their

legiance. This last is an extremkly valuableresponse, and we'make use
of it in two other exercises (Idling the unit. In the first,,.students write to

ake something good sound bad and vice versa; two popular topics are
Bo Dere'k and school lunches. In the second, students are given, a list of
physical characteristics. Half of the class writes a paper using these char-
acteristics to describe, a "loser"; the other half, using the same list,
describes a "cool dude."

Peter Jenkins, Landon School; Bethesda, Maryland
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Twenty Plus One

1,
Thk folloWing writing ideas are among those used by teachers at West-
chester High; levels nine through twelve; for short journal' assignments

and.citpaidedcompositions. -

, 1. Make a collage about yourself and then write about it.

2. "What if . . . ?" assignments.
3. Looking ahead to 19..L,.., what and where do you hope to be?

° 4. An APjI (all-points bulletin) about yourself as "Wanted," com-
plete with picture.

5. A letter to the world to be read only after you have died.
6. The perfect friend.
7. A description of what you would put in a 10' x 10' room if you

were to be confined there.for one month (no people allowed).

8. What you would do with $10,000.
9. A description of the wedding yotPwould like to.hav6.

10. A. description of a green peppery an ear of corn, a: tomato, and an
orange for a blind person.

11. A detailed map that would get a first-grader from the front door
of your high school to your home.

12. A comic strip that presents your philosophy of life. .

13. The topic you would teach if you could take over in any tne of
chose's.

14. The most important thing you have ',learned about yourself
. this year.

15. The anidlal you would be and why.
.19

16. A. description of the perion you most respect and an explanation
of why. '

17. Obrervations of people you like and don't likeWith capitulations.
18. The oneihingyou most want to dci by the time' ou are twenty-five

(or thirty etc.).

19. Most 'tlis ed foodand' why. .

20. A poemabout dpicture you have found.
21. A description of yourself from your parents' point of view.

Claire Miller; Westchester High School, Houston, Texad

.
Garbagetn, Garbage Out: The Art of Creating Writing Assignments,

As any computer student knows, a computer analysis is only as reliable us
the data that was programmed in. This principle is often stated Whet
.simply: garbage in, garbage out. I believe an analogy to this critical input

output relationship 0/Oats in the devising of writing assignments. I have
Often spent ten hours reading, evaluating, and commenting on a set of

papers, but the assignment that generated all that wliting took nie only ten
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minutes to create. Keeping in mind the computer analyst's maxim, I now
dedfcate more time and effort to devising assignments that will produce the
best possible output.

In virtually cvery writing occasion at work or at home, the writer is aware
of five basic ccmponents that govern the written message: Who is saying
what to whom for what puipose and in what medium? When I formulate an
assignment, I try to incorporate thOse five elements. Briefly, I try to include
the answers to five questions.

1. Who is speaking and in what voice?

2. What is_ the basic information to be communicated?
° 7**Nztr,.whom is the writer speaking (the audience)? '

4. What is the purpose of this message?. ti

5. What medium would be most effective- for this message?

The following three assignments were created with those five queptions
in mind.

1. You arc Shirley Jackson's publisher and you have ived a flood
of angry correspondence after printing "Tile Lottery, ome people
shy that Miss Jackson is usitand evil" to even think o uch a story
had that you are just as "uncivilized" for publishing It. Mite a letter
to the editor of a national magazine in which you explain the value
cdthe story: You want to make the reader see beyond the superficial
interpretation of the tale.

2. You arc,an assistant editor at Bantam Books, and the company has
deeicietil to print a papftack edition of "The Most Dangerous
Game" by Richard Conn . It i6 your job to write the 50 -word
blurb that will appear on th 'Wok jacket: Tell enough abOut the
story to Ocrint readers but wet reveal too much. You want to
arouse curiosity und,influence readers to buy the book.
While my class was reading Solzhenitsin's One Day in the Lifeof Ivan Dengovich, a small town banned the book because of it
"morally objectionable language." I gave the clam a copy of the,
news story about the book banning. Each student was then afslidd
to write a letter to that local school board. The task was to take
initjustify a position regarding the censorship. Regardlesp of the
position taken, the purpose of the letter was to influeicc the
board through persuasive Lament.,

Michael °ranee, U.S. Coast Civar4 Academy, New. I.,ondon, Connecticut
c. .

mi. C

3.

At Fourteen, at Fifteen at Sixteen
11.

Following a sUggetilion of Phillip LopateltPoet's World," Literary Caval-
cock, December 198'1), fry' using Egra"Pound'ai "The River-Merchant'S
Wife: A Letter"as the model for. a poetry-Vriting assignment.
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After we have discussed the poem and its structure, I give the assign-
ment, noting that the relationship described may be, boy-girl but that it
may be one of many other kinds, too. Students have used"parents,
teachers--even teddy bears. I ask them to think of a relationship they-
have had which changed over the years as they grew and changed. They
are to describe this relationship in a poem using divisions of time similar
to those in "River-Merchant's Wife." We review Pound's reliance on
concrete detail and.nitte again how each stanza shows a different stage of
the relationship. The poem belim resulted from that assignment.

I

Letter
I watched for you every day
On the long march to lunch.
My class would meet your class in

the halls
And I would try to catch your attention,
Becoming loud and obnoxious.
You never noticed and I gave up,
Crying into my pillow.
In Junior High we fell in love
As we sat qiiietly on the bus.
Your long, dark hair fell over the

seat
As we roiled on through the night,
Too shy to talk, we sat peacefully(

all the way home.
Winter canto and I loved you more:
Your brown eyes and soft ways.
I could talk to you, and you to me;
We laughed and rode your horse
Across the snow:covered prairie all

day.
And then Lleft, swiftly, suddenly:
I did not pink l would see you

again.
Across half a continent our letters.

traveled,
And I walked through the trees and 4

dreamed of you.

I see you now, winters' and summers,
But it is not the same.
We l'augh and ride your horse

A Atross the prairie all day,
But it is not the same.
I miss yop.- 4. .

Kevin.Packard
4

Margot M. Miller, Ketchikan High School, Ketchikan, Alaska
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Ten Little Letters. Standing in a Row

Don't reject this idea out of hand. It sounds gimmicky, but the results
suggest that sometimes restrictions can liberate, not limit, the imagination.

Choose five letters at random; then choose five more (x, i, and g are'
difficult). For example: AKSCR /TEMOL. Use the firsrfive fetters as the
initial letters of words in lines 1, 3, and 5 of a five -line poerh; use the
second five in liries 2 and 4. Words must follow the order' in which the
letters were originally chosen, but other words May be added. Here's an
example of the products you can expect from students.

-,,The Formula
AKSCR: initial letters of five words in lines 1, 3, and 5

,TBMOL: initial letters of five wotils in lines land 4
%*The Poem

After killing ,a snake my brother cried and ran.
The waverbroke then and mountains frowned over long shadows
awkward on kind shores.. ged and remembered
the sharp break of the mottle ody. Our lake
answered keening songs that cr hed and rolled at our feet.

Robin Hamilton, Hellgate High School, Missoula, Montana

Discovery Poems

Collect in advanee unusual pictures clipped from magazines.You'll need
about twice as many pictures as you have students. You'll also need a
recording or tape of a musical selection sung in a foreign language.

Starting from several' places in the room, distribute Wicks 9f pictures.
Each-student selects a picture that he RI she finds appealing and passes
the remaining victures to the next person. When everyone has a picture,
explain that the class is going to hear someone singing 'in a foreign
language, which they are not expected to understand. Instead, their task
into i,magine what the song is about and to relate that idea in some way
to the picture each of them holds. Ask students to immerse themselves,in
the music and.just write. Disjointed words and phrases will come at first,
but gradually a more coherent pattern or idea will emerge. Encourage
students to get ideas, rhythm, pattern, into flowing linewithout regard
to spelling or sentence constructionrevision comerlater.

I use East Indian music. Totally different. from .Western music, it
sbems lo free imaginations to move in unpredictable directions. The kids

giggle at first, but I've gotten some very interesting. poems when they
rework their notes. ,

Jean Smith, MartinsvilleHigtiSchitol, Martinsville, Virginia

P 36
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A Poet behind Every Notebook

The cinquain is a five-line poem with some of the attributes of Haiku, but
it holds particular promise for the I-can't-write-a-poem student. The for-

mal and informal patterns illustrated below offer a threshold of success
that, frequently leads to gendine. creativity". Both poems were written by
students at Baker High School.

The formal cinquain is based' on a syllable pattern:

line 1: twosyllables --

line 2: four syllables
line 3: six syllables
line 4: eight syllables
line 5: two syllables

And here's an example of the kind of cinquain my student; wrote .n

response to that pattern.

The truck
ran screaming down
the hill. Its brakes "were gone.
I saw it end, a shuddering,
sad wreck.

An inforiaal cinquain can be organized on the following pattern:

line 1: noun
line 2: two adjectives
line 3: three participles or three gerunds
line 4: statement about the noun
line 5: synonym for the noun

That pattern produced this poem.

Cowboy
Rough, tough
Riding, roping, throwing
His spurs jangle every step.
Macho!

o

Eloise Dielman, Baker High School,'Halter, Oregon
4 4

Pour-Day Hands-on Poetry Workshop

Begin each day with delected poems or lines from poems that correlate

with the poetry assignment for that dtty. Each idea is then explored
individually by theopoets (that's everybody!) in your classroom. On the
following day, the poems are "published" on the bulletin board.

3?
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Day One: Colors

Linei from Emily Dickinson work well as "seed": her "silver chronicle,"
the "scarlet gown" in which she dresses a filld, the "purple, traffic" of her, .

nights, her "molten blue." Robert Frost's "Nothing Gold Can Stay" is
another fine choice, especially for high school 'juniors and seniors.

The assignment: Write a poem with a color word or image in
every line: You may incorporate many-colors- or limit yourself -to
one. Remember, there are many color-conveying words besides the
names of colors: freckled, misty, bleak, burning, for example.

Day Two: Animals

There are so many animal poems to choose from and teachers are certain
to have their own favorites. Here are a few to think about:. Blake's
"Lamb," and "Tiger," Tennysdn's "Eagle," Frost's "Departmental," D. H.
L?wrence's 'tnake," Richard Wilbur's "The Death of ,a Toad," Richard
Eberhart's "The Groundhog."

The assignment: Write a poem about an animal in which you
'make as many accurate observations about that animal as you can.
Try to show directly or indirectly how you feel about that animal.

Day Three: Apologies

Read aloud William Carlos Williams's "This Is Just to Say," the delight-
fully understated admission of guilt for having eaten "the plums that were
in the icebox."

The assignment: Remember when you did somethingand you
apologized but didn't really mean it? You were really, perhaps
iecietly, glad you had done what you had done. Write a poem
apologizing for something you're chilly glad you did. You may also
write on something you would like to do (secretly, of course) and
pretend to be sorry fir later.

Day Four: An Object

Put Williad) Carlos Williams's brief "So Much Depends" on the ,

chalkboard. Yes, that's the one with the red wheelbarrow and the
white chicken's.

The assignment: Write a 'poem in which you use Williams's-form.
The poem is a single sentence. The line pattern, three words and
then one, is repeated four times. Begin your poem as -Williams did:

So much depends
upon

Lou Kister, Mead Jimior High School, Mead, Washington

38
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Poetry Windfall

Froit watched his woods fill up with snow. Emily Dickinson glimpsed the

snow sifting from leaden sievesouffling the wrists of posts. Whittier saw
a universe of sky and snow"no cloud -above, no earth below." What
images will your students discover in the first snow fall?

Since the scheduled lesson plan is doomed on the day of the first
snowfall, use the excitement to generate descriptive writing. We beginby
obserVing the snow falling. Maybe I'll turn off the lights for a minute or

two. Then we create a word bank of adjectives, riouris, adverbs, and verbs
that seem to connect with falling snow. Simile and metaphor may be
included at this step, and sometimes we appoint a thesaurus and dic-

tionary committee to-help out.
Each student then completes a piece of descriptive writing-that focusei

on the 4now. The type is up to the individual. Among the possibilities are
cinquain (a noun, two adjective's describing the noun, three verbs telling

what the noun is or does, a short phrase related to the noun, a repttitibn
of the noun or a synonym or closely related word); a 5-W poem (five
lines of description, each in turn answering who or what or when or

where or why,: sequenced, as the poet chooses); a descriptive paragraph;
haiku; a concrete poem that creates astorm of words on the page.

Later, students revise in small groups or with the help of a writing
partner. II encourage oral reading during the revision process.. Finally,

students fold and cut a large snowflake from unlined white paper, leaving

a fairly solid Middle section for writing or pasting the revised description.
The snoWflakes are posted on a bulletin board Covered with blue

paper, an attractive and easy way of sharirig our Work with each other
and with other classes.

_Mary Hatcher, Glassboro Intermediate School, Glassboro, New Jersey
.

a-



Prewriting and Polishing

Only when,students are encouraged to complete the entire writing process
will they be satisfied with their written prodUcts and proud to share them.
Prewriting and revision are two crucial stages in that all-iMportant
process. The joy of spontaneity and the excitement of a writing high must
be balanced by the responsibility and patience that produce clear as well
as powerful' communication. The nine activities that immediately follow
relate to prewriting, the remaining half dozen to revision and editing.
Of sipecial interest are the activities.. that take 'the red pencil. from the
teacher'1, hand, at least for an interim period, and give it to, student
-evaluators: collaborative reading, composition conversations, and revi,
sion groups. Ideas about Prewriting and revision are alicsfound as part of
many of the writing assignments in chapter two.

Extemporaneously Speaking

Classes enjoy this informal Rewriting assignment because it lienerates
lots of audience involvemen4 It's useful early in the year.because hallows
students to dive informal demonstration speeches without the threat of a
grade It also provides an opportunity for students to consider the needs,
of audience. and the value, Of visual aids*whether speakingor writing:

Begin by listing on'the board several simple activities, ones that require
for props,and are familiarto many:.how to tic a necktie, how to tie your
shoes, how to.make a boat or party hat from newspaper, how to -tie a
square knot (slip knot, bow knot, sailor's "knot): Ask who inthe class can
do the activities you have. listed and jot down several-names after each
activity: Now choose the students who give the ,demonstrations on _

thefollOwing day,' demonstrations accompanied by impromptu explana-
tions: If you have no student who knows how to perform a given activity, .>
alsk'for

f
someone who can and. out how to do it the next clam 7:1

Period. All, demonstrations m1144 he minted On,
/ With help from you and others in the class, each speaker provides
:enough-liititeriith so that each member. of the clasein perform the
activitit*ai!2.the speaker does :it: You'll need, thTfore, neckties, -news-
papers, *O.& twine' whatever the-activities onngrour list require. .

,' . 35,
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When the "speeches" are over, ask several-members of the audience to
demonstrate how-well they learned each activity by performing,it. once
'againthis time in front of the. class. Both speakers and audience readily
grasp the pitfalli in explaining even the simplest procedureand your
class is ready to undertake a more formal how-to assignment, written
or oral.

Nan' Wampler, Worthington High School, Worthington, Ohio

Fantasy

This activity is enjoyed by students of almost any age, but-it's especially
useful as a morale-builder for studenis Who h4e difficulty putting pen to
paper` or as 'a prev.iriting warm-up When the assignment'. will be stories. _

a lFold large piece of butcher paper like a fan. On the first pleat of the
fan, write the opening line for a story or ask 'a soli:lent to begin the tale.
Pass the fan from student to student for, each additional line on each

'Consecutive pleat with this stipulation: Sttidents may read only the line
thatIcras written jait before they received the fan:

:Wheti everyone has had chance to write, unfold the fan and Share
the fantasy. You'll discover some weird find wild stories,'but yd'u'll also
find that someOf tiose reluctant writers are tackling stories of their own

with a smile instead of a grimace...

Leilie tvans, Kametiamena SChools, Honolulu, Hawaii

False Restrictions

I begin a writing workshop, course by asking students to "free write" for
ai least the fidt week. After I feel that they have beguh tatrust me and to
feel less intimidated about writing, I throw a curve: false restrictions.

The first restriction is the elimination of words'with the letter e. I
require students to =write a story, an essayor a continuous thOtightfor
about fifteen minutes; during that time, wrirds containing the letter e do

not exist. Students. May not inisipell.to elimihate the forbidden letter.
When the time is up,-students write without restriction for another fifteen
minutes. , -

next day f1Bows the same pattern, except that words with the
letter s are forbidden.

tf

What dO false restrictions accomplish? in, the first place, they seem to
generate a° sense' of self-hearing for beginning writers.; But perhapi,

of greater importance, students suddenly realize that.lhey have more
thougnts than they can write and more words at their command than
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they thought they had. The unspoken but demonstrated' conclusion:
there's always something to write about. If you're not convinced, it
yourself. Alternative ideas crowd in, new directions suggest-themse es,-----
and another word is always at hand. -.

Lee -Nott, Union High School, RirfierWIrg, Pennsylvania .z\

Write Your Way Out of This One

These writing assignments are idea initiators and begin the prOcess toward
a revised:and edited product. They are not, therefore, to be graded ay.
finished products. I Write- with my students and sluire what I've written at
the. end of each writing period. Sharing my writing carybe
but sharing Wso fosters trust.

I. You're a reporter for a large newspaper and have been granted a
private interview.with the movie star of your dreams. During the
interview, you receive a phoncall. A mysterious voice tells you

-ghat this movie star is going to be assassinated and when: What
will you do? (Go to the proper authorities and get proteCtion

-din 'stall Keep quiet; be in on the assassination,- and make a
. fortune by being the first reporter on the scene and the last

person to See the star 'alive? Get a fellow reporter and try to foil
'the plot?) Explain your behavior.

2; In the yard of An abandoned farmhouse stands a series of grave-
stones thalread follows: -

Jacoh Thomas Elizabeth Thomas Jacob Thomas, Jr.
1888 A913 1381-1910 1902-1962

Sharion'Tiomas Sharon Thomas Joshua Thomas
1403-1913 1903-1913 1904-1913

, .Calculate ages, estimate relationships, and, describe what you
think happened. Mow did each person die? Illnesi? A crazed
multiple murder? A fire?

3. Create a, travel -broChure for a make-believe city, c' entry, or
planet. Include illustrations from magazines or drawings of
your own to depict whit this place would look like if it were
real. Provide intriguing descriptions, of all that vial, be found
there (recreational activities, employment opportunities, educa-
tional facilities, historical buildings, local customs and foods,
natural scenery).

. -
4. You're home alone in 'bed when you hear a noise. All your

childhood fears return. Is something in the house?- You try to
dismiss the thought; but your mind keeps inventing new and
frightening possibilities. Where,, is that noise coming.. from?

. Describe what might be, lurking in 'the house. What will happen
iLyou get out of bed?

'Terry Cooper; Iacheliurn School, Inchelium, Washington
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Composition Conversations

fior-every - -Writing .assignment, .I. ask. students AP. ,e1184V in a conversation
with a claismate. Their conversation should be an encouraging give-and-
take, the.kind of supportive communication that will help them clarify

and develortheir ideas.
Conversation 'requires , a speaker and a listener, and 'each 'student

assumes both rolesduring the class sessions devoted to composition coif-
versation. To prevent the confusion that sometimes occurs:when two
people have a lot to tell each other at theesarne time, one student does
most of the talking during the firi't half of the ,period and the other dOes
most of the listening/commenting: When the conversation ends, the

' speaker is given five minutes to jot down what may behelpful in lompos-
ing later on. During the second half of the period, the roles are reversed.

To help students prepare for these conversational .sessions, I use the
following handout.

The speaker's role.. Come prepared to talk about your topic.
Although you should not bring a written composition to read aloud,
you might want to bring an organized list of your main ideas.'As a
speaker, think of your-responsibilities as follows:

I. Close your ideas wisely; don't be vague.
2. Provide sensible organization; don't be scatterbrained.
3. Speak in a manner appropriate to yOurpartner.
`. The listener's role: Listening'is a complex process, and it cannot
be directly observed. Think of your responsibilities as follows:

I. Pay close attention; avoid mental wandering.
2. -Take an active, inquiring interest;itiroid a "ho-hum" attitude.
3. Be open minded, alert,to your.own biases.
4: Listen especially for the speaker's central ideas and their support-

.

ing evidence. '
All genuine communication relies on feedback, responses that

sindicate how successfully the Message is getting across. For the
purposes of these conversations, the goal of the listener is to provide_
as much. encourageMent as possible so that Ole speaker-will continue
to,discuss his or her ideas. To accomplisli, this, highlight what is
good about what the speaker is saying. Indicate your interest in the
following ways:

1. Employ body language: nodding and smiling, for example.

2. Offer words of understanding: "Yes," "Good," "All right,"
"Uh-huh."")

3. (tsk for more information: "Can you clarify that?" "I'm not sure
I understand." "Can you tell me again ?" "And then?"

The listeder should make these kinds of responses throughout
the conversation, and the speaker. should understand that they are
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intended for his or her benefit. Although they may seem artificial at
first, they will make, the conversation more pleasurable ;and useful.

All in all, participating in composition- conversations will give
you a poWerful extra in making your_ writing more effective. This
procedure uses talents that are fairly well developedspeaking and

llisteningto fuel the talent of writing. Composition, then, will
become for you another means of real communication.

William 11. Blanchard,, Prince George's CoMmunity College Largo,
. Maryland ,

Instructive Instructions

The following prewriting activity can be used to introduce writing, assign -,
ments on directions and instructions,. It's also an activity that can open
discussion on the, importance: of specific did accurate language.

Make copies of two figures.such as the one shown below. Label one
figure a and the other figure b. Divide the class into an even number of
small groups, for example, six groups of four students each. Give three
groups copies of figure a and three groups copies of figure b.

eS.

Each group then writes a set of Instructions for reproducing the figure
it has been given. -After ten° or ,fiftge,n minutes, each figure-a grout
exchanges instructions with a figure-b group. The figures are not passed
along with the instructions.

Each group then attempts to reproduce the figure from the written
instructions it received. After a reasonable time, ibe figures are distributed
and each group compares its efforts.with the desiredend product.

Reassemble the 'class for a disCussion of the results. What problems
were encountered? Which sentences caused-communication failure's and
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which were effective in-achieving the desired result? Can students provide
reasons for their successes and failures?

Kathleen,A. Hoeltzel, Peru high School, Peru, Islew York_ _

Obtaining an Honest Writing Sample

At the beginning of the schopl year, I want a writing sample from each
student for diagnostic purposes. I used tQ have trouble getting samples of
more than a few sentences until I began using this topic: "You may write
a poem, a.letter, a story,a newspaper report; use any form you feel is
appropriate. But, whatever you do, fib? The entire composition is to be
one outrageous fabricationthe wilder, the better."

Using this topic, I routinely receive papers that are one to three pages
in length. There is no problem persuading students to share their writing
with classmates, either.

Jeff Golub, Shelton High School, Shelton, Washington

Beginning at the Beginning t

Here are three strategics to show students the functions of an introduction
and to enable them to write`more effective and interesting introductions.

Strategy one. Ask each student to bring at least one magazine to class.
In class each.student selects an introduction tit-a magazine article that he,
or she finds interesting. We read our choices aloud and discuss why these
introd.,:tions caught our eye. We generally conclude that they have
devices to catch the reader but that they' also indicate what the article is
going to be about. Next owe list the techniques used to hook readers:
question, descriptive details, -narration, compayison/ contrast, shocking
statement, dialogue. Finally we classify these introductions by the tech-
niqueslbeir authors used. Each fitudent then chooses one of these
techniqatrand, uses it to write an intr?duction.i. , . ..

Strategy two. I prepare in advance a handout on which are listed
, several beginnings. Students read through these and jot down what they
' think the next few sentences might be. Weread our ideas aloud and
discuss Why we took off in certain directions and not in otheriallhough
we by no means have consensus about what should follqw each intro-

. duction. Then we go back over the introductions, searching for clues
about what is to follow. Finally, we discuss what makes- these introduc-
tions interesting (gets a character or, situation in front of the reader fast,
makes the reader wonder what happened prior to the introduction or
what will happen next, relatis an unfainiliar subject to one with which
the reader is familiar).
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Strategy three. I write several cliche topics on the board (my summer
vacation, my high school, parents, teachers, my pet) and ask students to'
write a brief introduction to one of them. We read some of these intro-
ductions aloud and then review the successful techniques we had dis-`
covered earlier. Each student then writes a second introduction to the
same topic, and we share and critique these efforts. Then it's back to the
drawing board for a third .try at writing an introduction to the topic:
Finally, we evaluate all three efforts, picking our favorites and justifying
Our choices.

t
°Kathleen1 D. Andrasick, Lolani School, HonOlulu, Hawaii

Tasteful Writing

Those of us who teach at the secondary level and see our students at most
sixty minutes a day seem never to get kno.vt them as well as their
elementary -teachers did. For this re' I develOped a writing assign-
ment that is inherently fun, but m ire important, one that gives me 'a .
special insight into my students. This infOrmal, not-for-grades assignment
may be used on Valentine's Day or as Easter approaches. Sometimes I
use both occasions to get to know my students better. -

Decorate a valentine box like those your students*enjoyed wily back in
elementary schoOL'Inside place valentine suckers or another treat, but-
attach to each a valentine-related question that the student must answer
in an informal essaY. Edell student reaches inside the box and selects a

° treat; then he or-she answers the question that cam_ e with the treat. These
are typical of the questions I use.

r I. 4f you could, what .would You choose to give your mother (lather,
other relative) besides the usual valentine gifts?

2. We asscciate hearts with Valentine's Day! What has been the
most hetrt-touching experience You have had lately? ..

3. If.: you could have the valentine gift of your choice today, what
would it be end why?

4. Pretend you are a valentine gift. What are you? To whom will
you be given and,why?

5 Xalentines are usually given as an expression of love. Name one
person to whom you wish you could stow more love. Explain
why. If you wish, you, may inswer this iiuestion without giving
the name of the persoh.

6. The syinbol of Valentine's Day is a heart. If you could, whose
heart would you like to see into and why?

7. Who in your life so far has been a true valentine to you?
8. If you could give the world a valentine, what would you give and

why?
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9, Pretend Ahat,you are baking a large valentine cake for someone
,you like otlor someone you don't particularly care for. What"
surprise would you put inside the cake?

10, _If your heart were visible for others tosee..whetmould.you_visint_
us to see? Why? X

This -writing experience is similar to the one above, but this time you
provide'an Easter basket with plastic eggi into which you have put candy
along with a question that students answer in writing.

1. On Easter, we %sue* put on our begt, finest appearance. What
would you like to change.about your appearance and why?

.2. Now that spring is here, we can look back on the long winter.
What are some good memories that you have -abdut this past
winter?

3. Easter is a time of rebiith. If you could be reborn 'in time and
place, who would you be and why?

4. Should children be told there is- an Easter bunny? Why or
why not?

S. Holidays are usually a time for family gatherings. Describe the
relative you would most like to conic for Easter. Tell why you
want that person to Come.

6. The Easter butiny sometimes brings big surprises. What surprise
' ould you like the bunny to bring you and, why?

When the bell rings at the end of school today, sprint vacation .
begins. What are some of the things yoit are looking forward
to doing?

8. Now that spring is here, what are you most anxious to do that
you could not do in winter?

9. Easter is traditiOnally a time Aim beginnings. What about you
or your. life would you like to begin anew this spring?

10. If you were to give someone a plastic egg containing a treasured
gift,-to whom would you give Aland what would be the gift?

Rosanna Reaser, Mercer County Scliools, Princeton, West Virginia

The Three Dean and the Four Sentence Types
.".1

I use this exercise for promoting sentence variety with small groups of
students and an., overhead- projector. It can, of course; be done as an
individual assignment.

Divide the class into six groups and give each gioup a copy of the
version of "The Three Bears" shown IlelOW. Each group also needs a

transparency shiet for the overhead projector and a pen. Instruct each
group to rewrite an assigned paragraph of:the story, combining and
revising sentences so that the paragraph has a variety of sentence types
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if possible one simple, one cornpciund, one complex, and one compounds
complex sentence. Students also label and punctuate the sentences.

I collect the sheers-and project each paragraph in order on tile screen
so that. the Class can check sentence varies and'punctuation. We also
discuss how successful students have been with clause construction and

.sentence rhythm. When the pa?ugraph analyses are complete, we read the
revision in its entirety and compare it to the original.

The Three Bears

Onto upon a ,time -there were three bears. There was a mother
bear, a father bear, tuici,a baby bear. The three bears lived in the ,

forest. The forest was dark. The foreit" was big. One day the bears
decided to go out for a. walebefore breakfast. Their porridge was
too hot. The bears left the house.--They left their bowls of porridge
on the table to cool.

Goldilocks was 'a cute little girl. Goldilinks had lo3g golden hair.
She was walking in the forest one dajLShe was alone. Goldilocks
came upon the bears' home. The beair home was vacant. The door
was open. She walked through the door. Goldilocks didn't knock.

Goldilocks went into the ICitch4t. She saw %three bowls of por-
ridge.. The bowls of porridge we on the table. One bowl was large.
One bowl was-middle-sized. Onebowl.was small. Goldilocks picked,
up a spoon. Goldilocks lasted the porridge from the small bowl
The porridge tasted good. Suddenly Coldilocks re zed howhungry
site was. Her long walk had given her an appetitc7Goldilocks ate all
the porridge from the mall boWl. 0

Goldilocks went info the living ran.. She saw three chairs in the
living-room. One chair was large. Me chair was Middle-sized. One,
chair was small. Goldilocks sat in the small chair. The small chair
broke into a hundred pieces. Goldilocks found herself on the floor.
The 'hundred pieces scattered allail ovekthe floor.

Goldilocks went upstairs. The bedroom was upstairs. She raw
three beds in the bedroom. One bed was-large. One.bed was middle-
sized. One bed was small. Goldilodks:tested the small' bed. Goldi-
locks climbed into the small bed. The small bed was comfortable.
Goldilocks felt sleepy from her long.wIlk in the forest. Goldilqcks
went to sleep in the small bed. 4

The three tints came home. The bears had been walking in the.
woods. The three bears went into the kitchen. The baby bear dis-
covered that his porridge had been eaten. The baby bear was
unhappy. The three bears went into the li;Ing room. Inte baby bear
discovered that his chair had -been broken. The baby bear was
unhappy. The time bears went upstairs. The baby bear discovered
Goldilqcks.- Goldilocks was asleep in his tied Goldilocks woke up.
Goldilocks saw the bears. The bears were shocked "to see her.
She was shocked to-see them. Goldilocks. screamed and ran home.
Goldilocks was frightened. She could be safe at home.

"Carole B. San Miguel, J. Frank Dobie High Seciol, Houston, Texas
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Getting the Cori Back behind the Horse

perts-conclude -fand---1- agree)-that-there-is-little-- transfer-from--
succes fully completed exercises in grammar books to student writing.
One b 'dge I've discovered is to reverse the method. I don't believe this is
an on inal idea (it's far too simple and logical to be one of my own);
nowe r, I don't remember how ,I came by it. I've used it for years with
differ-- t types of writing and with students at different ability levels.

RL,,eive twenty or thirty minutes for in-class writing. Keep the assign-
ment fairly simple but with enough substanc: to yield about a page of
interesting writing. Collect the papers. Read throngh.them if you want,
'but make no marks on them.

Return these papers to their owners after two or three days have
pasied and students hay foiginten the details of what they have written.
Ask students to copy each sentence in the composition, skipping two lines
between each and numbering the sentences so that they look like an
exercise out of the grammar book.-
_ Students then examine each isolated sentence to determine if it is
grammatically correct and well constructed. When sentences have been
corrected or restructured, they are viewed in sequence to determine their
relationships to each other and the need for transition or, subordination.
When tile exercise is completed, the paper may be reconstructed with the
revised sentences and submitted for a grade.

This exercise allows me to read the final composition without stopping
to mark gramintir errors (there should be none!), and my grading focuses
on composition skills. The exercise also helps me to establish that editing
includes examining each sentence and that the time taken to do this
improves a composition (and its grade) considerably. Additionally, I am

sable to give instruction in grammar as a related skill to composition.
Finally, I obtain useful mileage out of a single assignment without
spending additional time marking papers.

Julia S. Nichols, Craigmont High School, Memphis, Tennessee

Peer Revision with Fourth- through Eighth-Graders

The single. best idea for improving student writing that we have ever
implemented js the use of revision groups of about five students. We
started with the model set forth by Peter Elbow in Writing without
Teachers (Oxford University Press, 1974 but quickly found that his
procedures for making comments were too complicated for our students.
The directions we give in a student handout are summarized below.

4a
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Reading a Paper
1. Everyone must have pencil ha paper.
2. _An author reads_his_or her paper...RD_ introduct_mcitplanations

or apologies are permitied.
3. The other members of the group listen quietly. When the author

has finished, they, jot down words or phrases with a sign beside
them: A plus means "I liked it." A pus means "I didn't like it."
.A question mark means "I was confused by it."

4. The adhor now reads the paper a second time. Again the other
members of the group write down ords or phrases that strike
them ,positively or negatively.

Commenting on a Paper
1. Each member of the group reads from his of her notes in turn.

The others only listen.
2. Each commentator begins with a.positive statement about.some-

thing he or she liked in the paper.
3. At -the end of his or her comments, the student states what the

composition is aboutas he or she understands it.
4. The author takes notes on his or her moor, underlining specific

words or phrases and marking them with the appropriate symbol.
The author may not interrupt to argue or 'explain.

When we introduce the idea of revision groups, we take one class
session to demonstrate the process. With the whole class acting as a single
group, we c6Siiitit on the student' comments and check their notes.
After that introduction, the groups of five students meet weekly. We sit
with a different group each week, but we collect all student notes to be
sure they are based on direct quotes from the compositions.

We think there are two keys to the splendid success of revision groups.
First, they focus the author on the audience's perception of what has been
written. Second; theprocedure forces students to be specific about the
exact words used and their effect. Other, more general benefits seem
to be improved oral reading and listening skills, refined critical abilities,
improved personal communication and social skills, and the granting of a
higher status to writing as an imptirtafit skill.

Susan Stillman, Barbara Jordan, Lind Ron Cohen, Evergreen School,
Seattle, Washington

Guess Who's Coming to Dituied

As a reacher trained to judge language usage with more neutrality than is
often found in traditional handbooks, I am uneasy about dictating usage
to students. Many of the "errors" that handbooks deal with center around
debated rules of "standard" formal usage. Consider these examples:.
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a. Everyone found their place at the table.
b. The government have set tip new policies.
c. -He's bigerthan me. s

d. Who did you speak to?
e. There was no way to getrku the'crowd.

I realize the history and logic behind these "errors." I know that (a5 is
logical though inconsistent, considering the plural meaning of everyone,
and that (b) is even acceptable British usage. I recognize that (c) and (d)
represent. the continuation of some'old trends in the history of the lan-
guage and that (e) is a logical spelling often used in inforuial writing but
condemned in formal papers. None of these is yet accepted in the stan-
dad English Of academics or the conservative language of business. Even
though I may no longer believe in these rules of usage, I also realize that
my employersthe taxpayers, the parents, the future employers of my
'students, the publicLexpect me to teach them_ to students. SO I like to
use this exercise based on a simple, analogy to help- students see usage
rules not as aliolute laws but `as social conventions with social conse-

oquences. In fact, it's their realization of the social consequences of break-
'ins usage rules that may motivate them to conquer -and remember the
rules ,outside my classroom.

I begin with a little pop'quiz on usage rules based on examples similar
to the ones cited above. At the bottom of the page I ask'students to draw
a. picture of a "proper" place setting at the table. In the course of discuss-
ing the "correct" answers to the quiz, I ask several students to draw their
table. settings on the chalkboard. Some have troubleothers know the
proper positions even of the bread plate and dessert spoon. -'I ask, how
many of theni set the table in the proper way at home. Most admit that
they don't Lather unless they have *mpany. We compare ways of setting
the table for various gueststhe next -door neighbor, a sister or brother,
a boyfriend invited to dinner for the first time, the boss, the pastor, the
mayor, President Reagan..I ask them whether it really does matter which
side of the plate the fork and napkin go onor'whicti.side a corsage is
worn on -or whether they wear. black to a funeral (remembering that,
white is worti.for funerals in some cultures). We discuss what conventions.
are and the relative importance of various socialand grammatical

,conventions and bow conventions changethrough the years (like wearing
hats and gloves and using who and whom). We talk .about who decides
what the rules are. It my-hope that this exercise gives students a more
realistic idea of wheie grammar conventions come from and helps.them
realize that the importance of following-such conventions depends on the
person for whom they are setting the table-7-Or writing the paper.

Denise Wigimd,. Washington State University, Pullmal, Washington
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Punctuation as Traffic Signal

When reading students' papers, I have always tried to focus first on
"corifent; nest riorganization or form, and finally on correctness. After
all, what good is a mechanically'correr: paper if the content is.trivial?
The oppoE:_te, however, is a -) true: r» good is a thoughtful piece of
writing if i: .orrect rt---har: interfere with --,ading of the piper? In.
pr ar c late I many of my col' ,ies agree that students

_ker "ci t, actuation" hey do. not understand
ave s of ,hard punctuati,-

wanteu way to talk iJuu, punctuation that would com-
municate directly to my students, and it occurred to me to use the image
of punctuation as traffic signal. Punctuation marks are simply a courtesy
to the reader; they give aindication of how to proceed through the text.
Because students often' haVe reservations about this explanation, I show
them examples of texts from the 1400s in which there are no punctuation
marks, let alone spacing between words and sentences.,What the printing
press did to spacing and punctuation marks, the automobile has done to
traffic signals, and we begin to look "at punctuation in a new-light.

Let's say,'f begin, that you want to come to a full halt at the end of
your line. You need a strong Mark of punctuation to signal your reader
to ,come to a complete, controlled stop. The strongest mark of punctua-
tion we have to signal this action is the period, just as the most emphatic;
signal for a driver to stop is the red light. Easy enough.But what happens'
if you want your readers to stop for only a brief moment before pro-.
ceeding? A semieolonpunctuation's equivalent to the stop signmight
be just the mark of punctuation you need. After all, the semicolon alerts
the reader flat two (or more) ideas are related. In much the same way,
the stop sign asks the drivir to pause momentarily before continuing. .

Pursuirs the analogy, I make a case for a yellow light or a yield sign'
as the equivalent of a comma. Such traffic signali provide the driver with
a moment of pause (but not a stop) to take note of the surroundings
before proceeding. If anything, the' comma is something of an ordering°
device in writing; it can pull together the parts of a sentence to achieve a
better sense of the whole.

At this point in my presentation, it is not uncommon for students to
Match the remaining marks of punctuation with other traffic signals. One
student insisted that the. colon Was-like a school-crossing"sign because he.
envisioned a procession of children when he saw that sign. Similarly,
he saw a line of entries or an explanation following the, colon. Not .bad
fora student whO had previously used punctuation marks haphazardly
in his writing. .
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7k,

As farfetched as this comparison seems, I think it is valuable for
several reasons. It speaks to students in a language they know an& under-
stand. It makes punctuation less confusing because it distinguishes among

-marks--they-once-Considered-trivial-and--interchingeable,--Finally-,-this
metaphor encourages students' to .tak their time in considering how
best to direct their readers through their writing so, that ideas move
along effectively.

Janet Samuelso' n;Ohfo State tiniveraity, Marion Campus, Ohio
v

Collaborative Readers
. .

.
..

I do not for various reasons follow a "pare" Collabora tive model, but I do
ask students to work together on Collaborative Days set up before each
written-at-home paper is due. Students bring their final 'drafts, 'clearly'
written; with any notes or bibliography required by the assigament. They
spend the period working on their papers with a partner, each onehelp,
ins the other as fully as possible.

Partners proofread for each other, of course, but only the miteisof the
essay may. make changes, and the collaborate must be able to explain
why a change is needed (students bring their handbooks to thesesessions).
Students read for whatever we have. been' .working on as a class--
coherence, paragraph unity, transitions, and especially liveliness. So e-
timesI list on the board questions they are to answer about each o is
papers. .Students are also encouraged to comment on content. are
:important, they work on each other's thesis: Is one present? Is it properly
placed? Is it apprOpriate to the pasignment?

Often one pair exchanges papers with or if there's a queption
about, say, comma usage, they may seek out the class punctuation expert.
When there are problems partnerkcan't solve, I act aX consultant, buta
make sure they have first triad to resolve the issue themselves. If I an

?needed, I work with the 'pair, not With the individual Writer. And I refuse .
to road a paper during these sessions; partners must talk to ,tne about
the problem. . .. .

There are many advantages in collaboiatiod It is easier, of course, for
students-,to see strengths' and weaknesses ;in someone else's work. Then,
too, collaborative reading encourages students to focus ou the piocess
writing: just because something has beenswritten down doesn't mean that
the paper is finished.. The, idea of Makin&and remakingrhetorical
choices comes through clearly. And finally, in reading each other's papers,
students learn how someone else handled the same addignment. They arc,
therefore, better able to judge their own work.

Linda A. Carroll, Nassau 'Coinmunity College, pardon qty., New York



o 4 fun and Functional: Projects,
Strategies, and Diversions

_Howie run a foUr-week reading marathon, how to establish ati
Honorary that "does things," and how to deal with Fridays in u low-skills
English class are among the projects described in this chapter. The Spell-

, ing Support SyStem is so'simple yOu'll.marvel that you didn't think of it
years ago. The Quest for the. Black Crystal and the Great All-American
T-Shirt Slogan Contest are two momentaiy diVersions that you'll return,

' to semester after semester.

Dookathon

I've used this idea with eighth:graders, and it works especially well with.
siudenti who tend to read only one type-of bookrortences, science ..

fiction, animal stories.. Each -student chooses the "very. best book I've ever
;read" (minitrium.100 pages) and registerr it on,a chart so dtipliaates are
avOicicd. Ndw thinjWis to sell this book to classmates.

In a few days Students bring their books to class Prepared to as
salespersons or promoters for their bookti. They can make -a poster,
deign a bookmark, dramatize a scene, lead a section that lei* their
classmates "dying:to read inore"any tactic to convince their audience

', to. read the book.
Students then exchange books and begin reading. When a. student

Pinishes a book, we discus's it together. I also keep a chart that shows how
ninny times a given.bOok has been read as well -an how many boOks.each
student has read. Gift.eertificates from a local bookstore are given to the
student who reads the:Most. Woks and to the student whose book was
read Most frequently: The hookathon lasts about four weeks, and it's
proved successful in convincing students to read a wide variety of booki.

. Susan Egland, Mosco,-w Junior. High School, Moscow, Idaho, and
Marjorie- Silleta,- Sea Park Elementary School, Satellite Beach: Florida'

.

English Honorary
.

ThelEngliih Honorary at Fort Frye High School is an organization'for
students and teachers who want to. share experiences in the fine arts,.

49,
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particularly literature. Meetings are held in members' homes or at school--
or sometimes at the home of a community' member who wishes to
encourage the lifelong interest in the fine arts that classes try to promote
(but sometimes don't). Student 'membership is :restricted in our small,
rural to twenty-one students who have completed at least four
-semesters of. English with at least a B average. The faculty nominates and
selects members each spring: Old ,members induct new members, and
initiation includes a ritual of literary selections and' music followihg a
buffet dinner. for members and their parents. The program is held as near
as possible to Shakespeare's birthday in. April. &local artist has designed
an emblem for the group; and a national firm has east a small gold pin
and pendant.

Activities of the Honorary include at, least monthly field trips to
nearby college towns to attend dramatic produations or a conceit series
or to be the guests of community and little theater groups. (Our group
has a standing invitation to be the dress rehearsal audience for the nearby
community theater.) One Year we launched a foll-scale productipn of
Androcles and the Lion, with every member of the .Honorary on stage or
participatingiri some other yvay. Members may bring guests, and recently
fifty-five students, attended an Ohio University production of A Mid-
summer Night's Dreqm. When our usual bus service was canceled,
parents and school patrons volunteered to-

To avoid leadership by an,a117too-familiar. few, meeting and activity
I 'leaders shift every month. Each teacher in, the English department serves

as sponsor for one frionth's-attlyitieszand-th-eentire-departinent-helps
with the annual banquet and initiation. Department Members sign up in
September for the month of their choice andplan eveiits with a. student
committee. Some programs our students have enjoyed include a February
party where everyone dressed and acted the role of a favorite literary
character, a slide show anddis.cussion of the Hiroshima bombing, 'a visit
from a young poet-in-residence at Hiram tollege; a folk night with
members costumed as Anietican folk heroes,and bringing well-researched
-tales to tell, a poetry night with students reading their own verse or
their favorites.

There are no dues, no rules, and no regularly.scheduled meetings. "It's
the only club I ever belonged to that did anything," tone senior remarked.

June Berkley, Ohio University, Athens, Ohio

Read It Again, Sam

I began five years ago reading aloud to my high school students. I've had
ninth through twelfth gradersGeneral English, Beginning Reading, and
College Prep-Tand have read to all of them.
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.

I read primarily because I want students to get excited about.a book;
and I want them to share this reading experience. I read well and that 4
gives kids Who don't read well a chance to enjoy smooth reading: It also ,

gives me a chanie to spread the word about favorite books. Sometimes, I_
read to entertain and we merely chat about the book,later. Other times I
give short comprehension quizzes,..both objective and essay. Some stu-
dents need this point-getter. Once in a while a few questions 'about the
book appear on a quarter or semester final.

Here are some of the books with which I've had success:

When the Legends Die by Hal Borland (six-times)
The Chocolate War by Robert Cormier (three times)
I Am the Cheese by Robert Cormier (once)
The. Man without d Face by Isabelle Holland (three times)
Listen to the Silence by David W:'Elliott (once)
Ordinary People by Judith Guest (two times before the movie came
out)
Swimmer in the Secret Sea by William Kotzwinkle (fifteen,q twenty
times; it takes only70 to 100 minutesdon't miss it!)

.

I'm currently readirig Robert Pirsig's Zen and the An of Motorcycle
Maintenance. I've started reading it three or four 'times btit have finished
it only twice. Students love it or hate it. I also-, read short. stories by
Creeley, Hemingway, and LeGUin and selections' from many books.

Whether the kids end up at the local comniunity college, working at
the 14eW-bani,--studYing at Oregon State orStanford,. fishing or logging,
they ha'e gotten back to me that they liked and remember the oral
readirig Ind sometimes that they got on .by books in my class. I
couldn't be happier. ,

-

John Foges, R. A..Long High School, Longview, Washington

Fifty-Point Friday

Fifty-Point Friday was designed for a low-skills English class (grades
9-12) in an attempt to keep poorly motivated students working on Friday

. 'afternhons, but it can be adapted for other students at other levels. At the
beginning of the hour, student receive a list of activities, each with an
assigned point value. The activities include worksheets and puzzles from
Scholastic Scope and ,Read magazines, spelling and vocabulary drills,
grammar and punctuation review sheets, word games, and creative writ-

, ing ideas. During the hour students may choose to complete any of these
activities, with their goal being to accumulate at least 50. points: When
they reach 50 points, several options are available to therhcompleting
assignments ,missed or not finished during the week, working on home-
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work from another class, library reading, or playing games like Scrabble,
Yahtzee, Ad-lib, and Boggle. The last choice given to them is to earn
ware-credit points by continuing to do activities from. Fifty-Point Friday.

The result was unplanned. Every student continued working right up
to the last bell in an effort to accumulate the maximum number of
points, usually between,75-85. No one wanted "free" time after 50 points
had been reached. Friday afternoons are now a 'busy time in my class-

- v,room right up to the final bell. The free-time options remain but are
never used.

Diane FrUnchini, Enumclaw High School, Enumclaw, Washington

Ticktacktoe Review

This- activity provides a brisk review of literature, grammar, spelling, or
punctuationor combinations of these and other categories. -

Draw a ticktacktoe grid on the chalkboard. Insert category labels that
identify the material that has been studied and is to be reviewed. For each
category on the grid you will need a list of ten or more questions.
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Divide the class into two teams and choose a symbol for each, tradi-
tionally 0 and X. Each team sends forward its first representative, and
the toss of a coin determines which team begins. The first competitor
selects a category, and you choose a question.from the prepared list. The
student has thirty seconds to respond. If the answer is correct, place the

_team's mark in the-category square. If the answer is incorrect, the second
competitor may attempt to answer the question or choose another cate-
gory. The initial contestants are, then replaced by the second member
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from each team. 'Questions alternate b and forth until one team
scoresVertically, horizontally, or diagonally., liteep score for a given,
number of games and declare the higher scoring team the winner.

Martha Adams, Westlake.High School, Austin, Texas

Spelling Support System",

Each week writethe spelling words for that particular week on file cards,
one word to a card. If there are thirty audents in the class, prepare thirty

,cards so that each student receives one. Distribute Ole cards with the
following instructions: "In a week you will be given d spelling test on
these words. You will be gradsed on how many of your classmates' words
you spell correctly and on how many students in the class spell your
word correctly."

. _

Even if Lazy Larry chooses not to expend the effort to go around and
learn what is on the cards of his classmates, he will still find himself
besieged by classmates ',wanting to find out what is on his card and
making sure that Larry learns how to spell their,words. It's a delight to
see the kids hounding each otherand over spelling!

Jeff Golub, Shelton High School, Shelton, Washington

Once upon a Univ.

Oral interpretation of children's literature encourages high school stu-
dents to practice'appropriate pitch, volume, enunciation, inflection, and
rate. It's>an ideal speeih activity for the English classroom.

Students begin by listening to recordings of childreni literature that 'I
have checked out of Ate public library. Tammy Grimes's interpretation of
Where the Wild Things Are and Ruby Dee's reading of Why Mostluitoes
Buzz in People's Ears (both on Caedmon) are especially delightful and
instructive. I distribute texts of these recordings and require students to
use -symbols* (II to indicate a pause, underlining for emphasis, < for
increasing volume, and so on) to chart what they hear the readers doing
with their voices.

Our next step is to visit a nearby elementary school, where we aro
guests at a story hour in a kindergarten classroom. Before leaving, we
stop at the school library to select books for'our project.

Back in, our own classroom, students copy their texts and mark them
with the appropriate symbols. We practice reading with one another
before visiting kindergartens in groups of three. Eafh student ,also pre-
pares a short, informal talk designed to catch the.interest of five-year-

.
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c-

olds. When students perform as guest readers,. the kindergarten teacher
fills out a simple evaluation form.

My students enjoy this activity. They are sensitive to the response of
the young audience, and this ;response acts as a good motivator. The
activity teaches important elements of oral delivery, butit also enhances
feelings of self-worth in both high school students and kindergartners. ti

Janice Winokur, Centra. 4igh School West, Tuscaloosa,-Alabama

So Happy to See All of You Here Tonight

Here's a three-minute activity that helps students develop confidence
and appropriate body language before they tackle more formal speech
assignments. .

Most schools schedule an open house or Meet the Teacher Night, and
that event is the basis for this take-off. I ask students to create an original
role or to imitate a familiar teacher'S mannerisms, speech patterns, and
personality. In this role, they discuss course requirements, goals for the
year, grading systdm, school- regulation's, and so onjust as 'that teacher
would to a group of parents. Chuckles guaranteed.

Elena M. Loreto, Clarkstown South High School, West Nyack, New York

Shimming the Clasailled

When dip Seattle Post Intelligence' graciously made available. a large
number of newspapers for use by local schools, I devised this exercise for
checking skimming skills.. The class enjoyed the task, and it can easily be
adapted to your local paper. 1 prosentit here in abbreviated form.

Part One .
.

Use the Want Ad Index from the Post Intelligence,. to find the
correct classified number for each item listed below. Precede eilch .

instance with "If you wanted . . ."
to share an apartment ....___ to lease or rent a Porsche

to rent a houseboat to share a ride

to swap something to buy a cemetery plot

Part Two
Use the Classified Advertisinf Rates to answer the following
questions.
I. What number should you COI to place a want ad?

2. What does it cost per line for an ad in the daily PI?

3. If you run Our ad for one consecutive week,zhow many free
days can youlave?
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4. What is the final cancellation deadlinvon Saturday for Sunday's
issue?

5. During what hours on weekdays may you phone in an ad?

Pttrt Three

Use the classifiw, ads to supply the following answers. Clue num-
bers from the index are given in parentheses.
1. (10) How much is the Mount Baker Park home with "sweeping

view" and more? 4=

2. (40) Where is the DK Shopping Plaza prime location, available
for $10

3. (80) What problem is mentioned with Triland's "must sell" acres?
4:-(100)In how many. eft-fent trailer parks does Brandt have

mobile homes for sale?
5. (143) How much must you pay for the least expensive furnished

apartment advertised?

Bruce Osborne, Rogers High School, Puyallup, Washington

Desert Dilenung

ss

'As an introduction to the novel Deathwatch by Robb White, kdeveloped
a diseuision exercise that-is similar to the Space Survival Task. In addi-
tion to leading into the novel, the exercise demonstrates One metliod
of problem solvinglisting and ranking options. The handout I use is
shown below.

You are stranded in the desert dressed in summer clothing. In
your desperation you have driven filly miles off the road, and now
your car is out of gas. There is nothing around you but cactus and
sand, and it is 110° in the shade. You must try to reach the-high-
way. You can carry only .a limited number of things with you.

. Look at thelist below. Your task is to rank the fifteen items in
order of their importance and utility in ensuring your furvival. Place
1 by the most important item, 2 by the second most important,,and
so on through 13, the leatimportant survival heal. Consider what
you know about the desert In making your decisions. Work indi-
vidually; later we will work in groups..

any part of the car first-aid kit
_ sunglasses AM-FM radio

- jar of Tang lipstick
4 Hershey bars blanket'

_. map of the state slingshot
box of.matches pair of boots
silk scarf Coleman lantern
50 feet of nylon rope

Marcie Belgard, Carmichael Junitr High School, Richland, Washington
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Here is an easy-to-run game that encourages students to stretch out
sentence constructs and helps to pass the time on the school bus or when
unavoidable delays find you with a restless group of students.

Ask a student to provide a word to begin a sentence, jogging, for
example. (Later, students learn that when or although might be a better.
choice.) Each student in turn adds a word that makes sentence sense but -
tries to avoid giving one that completes die sentence. When students
recognize the survival value of modifiers, you may need to set limitilinns
on the number of adjectives, adverbs, and phrases that may be used.

Sue Henrich, The Langley School, McLean, Virginia

The Great Alia lean T-Shirt Slogan Contest

I sketc4a T-shirt, the biggdr the better, on a sheet of paper. I multicopy
this sketch, something like the one below, and distribute copies to the
class. -Their assignment is to come up with slogans for their T-shirts that
have something to do withreading. Slogans should make people want to
read. Maybe they can be about a favorite book or author. Students go on
to decorate their T-shirtsunusual type, logos, emblems, symbols.

I give paperbacks as prizes for the best slogans, and if students cut the
T-shirts out, they make a nifty bulletin board display.

'Carolyn Estes, Clinton Prairie High School, Frankfort, Indiana
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The Quest for the Black Crystal

Every week I find a fellow teacher or other staff member who agrees to
Participate in "Riddle Master." I give that person a large black marble.
Then I make up a rhymed riddle based on information about that teacher:
coupes, taught, length of time in the school system, make or color of car,
idiosyncracies of dress or speech (nothing ill-humored)all of this, is
couched in mysterious', Oblique language.

On. Friday I bead the riddle during the last three minutes, of class.
Students rush out to find the keeper of the black crystal. At the end of
the semester the student who holds the most black marbles_is_named
Riddle Master and receives-an appropriate prize. Students may be used
as the subjects of riddles instead of or in addition to faculty members.
Kathy A. Fisher, Highland High School, Medina, Ohio

From A to Z in English Closs

Here's a' review exercise, for the odd' moment. It can be assigned indi-
vidually, but it's probably more fun when done as a small-group competi-
tion. Dictionaries are allowed.

Test your knowledge of terms we use in English classfrom A to Z.
The word to be provided in each 'blank begins with the letter to
the left:

A modify nouns and pronouns.
B is amain state -of -being verb..
C have subjects and predicates but are only

parts of sentences.
is the kind of sentence that makes a statement.
is the punctuation mark that follows a strong
interjection.

F is the tense. that refers to something that will
be or will happen.

G are verbals useds as nouns.
H is the punctuation mark used to separate

syllables.
*I is the part of speech that shows emotion.
J is what conjunctions do between or among

elements of a sentence.
is the past tense of the verb to know.

L is the kind of verb that joins a subject and
predicate nominative.

M represent something as if it were something
else: "Time is but the stream I go a-fishing
in." (Thoreau)
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N name persons, places, things, or qualities.
O receive the actions of verbs.
p substitute for nouns.

Q 4 are interrogative sentences.

it occur when two sentences are written together
without clalfying punctuation.

S have subjects, predicates, and sense.
T indicates the time expressed by a verb.
U is the opposite cif hyperbole.

, show action or state of being.
W is the possessive form of who.

X is a combining form meaning strange or
foreign. Thin words built with that form are

, and

is the word usually understood in an impera-
tive sentence.
is the eagerness you have down in complet-
ing this 2 exercise. a

Here are the answers, but rather than reading them aloud, have the
class work out an answer key .on which every9ne agrees. Write it on
the board so that students may check their answers on this not-for-
grades review.

adjectives join sentences
be . knew. tense
clauses linking understatement
declarative metaphors'

nouns
Verb's

exclamation point
objects

whose. ..

future -.

pronouns
xen-, Xeno

gerunds you
questioni4 hyphen

-Qns-... §

Zest, zany
runinterjection .

AliCia J. Olive, Rabaut Junior HighSch991, Washington, DC
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